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The Working Group on Energy (WG) was organized under International Union of Pure and Applied

Physics (IUPAP). The WG has been considering problems on future energy supply and role of physics to

solve the subjects. As one of activities of the WG, a Workshop on Energy was held on May 13, 2004 at

Center for Promotion of Computational Science and Engineering, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

(JAERI) in Tokyo hosted by IUPAP and co-hosted by JAERI and High Energy Accelerator Research

Organization. The objectives of this workshop are to suggest active contributions of pure and applied

physics field to the solution of the energy problem and to advance research and development (R&D) of

future energy through the discussions about present status, problem and prospect of different energy

development in the world and in Japan. This report records the summary of the Workshop and, abstracts

and materials of 12 presentations.

After the invited presentations about overview of energy problems in the world, in China and in

Japan, R&D activities on the following four fields were presented; "Research and Development of New

Energy", "Research and Development of Fusion Energy", "Prospect of Accelerator Driven System (ADS)",

and "Hydrogen Production, Storage and Transportation". At the end of the workshop, possible role of

physics for the current and future energy problem was discussed. It was recognized that the energy

problem was not as simple as to be solved by one country, and hence the international collaboration

became essential. The importance of the coordination with other fields, such as chemistry and material,

was also emphasized.
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Klaus Heinloth

Chairman of the IUPAP Working Group on Energy

To meet the further rising global demand on energy calls for physics achievements in

the future by proper R & D of energy technologies

to further provide sufficient secondary energy (electric energy, fuels in transportation

sector, high and low temperature heat) with hopefully further appreciable increase of the

energy efficiency allowing the development necessary to improve the life of people

around the globe, especially in countries with further strong population growth, e.g.

China and India

by proper use of available primary energy sources

fossil fuels

nuclear fission

renewable energy

nuclear fusion

in an environmentally safe way reducing, respectively avoiding risks of nuclear

energy as well as reducing, limiting risks and dangers of climate change

adaptable to possible changing environmental conditions not to be foreseen now

and last but not least at sufficient low cost.

Presently the main source of commercial primary energy (on global average about 85 percent)

are the fossil fuels, coal, crude oil and natural gas.

At the present status of energy technologies the future provision of energy from non fossil

energy sources is more or less rather limited,

either because of limited availability (e.g. hydro power)

and/or because of relatively high investment cost (e.g. nuclear fission power)

or because of high respectively very high investment cost and missing availability of

energy storage (e.g. wind power and photovoltaics).
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Therefore fossil fuels are expected to continue to be the dominant source of primary energy at

least within the next decades despite the danger of climate change.

To reconcile both confronting necessities

to provide sufficient energy

and to reduce further emissions of carbon dioxide from burning of fossil fuels to limit

climate change

requires strong efforts on both

R & D on non fossil energy technologies

nuclear fission

renewable energy

nuclear fusion

to gradually substitute the further use of fossil fuels within some to many decades

R & D on clean fossil energy technologies

increasing the efficiency of power plants

including CO2 sequestration and deposition

to allow fossil fuels to still be the major source of primary energy within the next decades.

It is an important and exciting task of physics concerning R & D on energy technologies, to

discover and prepare new ways based on brilliant ideas, making use of computational physics,

nano sciences and nano technologies to provide any secondary energy demanded from any

kind of primary energy.

A large variety of energy technologies can be tackled by challenging R & D covering nearly

any branch of modern physics, never restricted to one branch alone, always basic physics and

applied physics linked together inseparably.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the outstanding contributions from Japan on R & D of nearly

all of the relevant energy technologies, these partially presented at this Workshop on Energy

introducing the Tokyo meeting of the IUPAP Working Group on Energy.

- 2
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2. SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP

Yasuki NAGAI

Member of the IUPAP Working Group on Energy

2.1 Outline of the Workshop

The Working Group on Energy (WG) was organized under International Union of Pure

and Applied Physics (IUPAP). The WG has been considering problems on future energy

supply and role of physics to solve the subjects. As one of activities of the WG, a Workshop

on Energy was held on May 13, 2004 at Center for Promotion of Computational Science and

Engineering, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) in Tokyo hosted by IUPAP and

co-hosted by JAERI and High Energy Accelerator Research Organization. The objectives of

this workshop are to suggest active contributions of pure and applied physics field to the

solution of the energy problem and to advance research and development (R&D) of future

energy through the discussions about present status, problem and prospect of different energy

development in the world and in Japan.

About 80 Japanese scientists participated in the workshop as well as foreign members of

the WG. After the invited presentations about overview of energy problems in the world, in

China and in Japan, R&D activities on the following four fields were presented; "Research

and Development of New Energy", "Research and Development of Fusion Energy",

"Prospect of Accelerator Driven System (ADS)", and "Hydrogen Production, Storage and

Transportation". At the end of the workshop, possible role of physics for the current future

energy problem was discussed. It was recognized that the energy problem was not so simple

as to be solved by one country, and hence the international collaboration became essential.

The importance of the coordination with other fields, such as chemistry and material, was also

emphasized.

2.2 Brief Summary of Presentations

Overview of Energy Problem in the World. China and Japan

Prof. K. Heinloth from Germany presented the problem of global warning caused by

greenhouse gas and increase of energy consumption with growth of population and GDP in

developing countries, and summarized present status of technologies for different type of

energy source and development subjects.

Prof. HUO Yuping explained problems on the energy and the environment in China

being caused by large consumption of fossil fuel in association with population growth and

burgeoning economic development. The budget for energy development is insufficient in

- 3
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China and the importance of the international collaboration was emphasized.

Japanese status was presented by Dr. K. Yamaji. Japan highly depends on energy

resources from foreign countries. The change of energy demand in Japan from late 1950's

were also explained.

Research and Development of New Energy

Dr. H. Ishitani introduced present status of fuel cell development. Improvement of

efficiency and reliability, cost reduction and development of fuel supply system were

addressed as subjects to be solved. The importance of estimation for total emission of carbon-

dioxide including the process of hydrogen production was indicated.

Dr. M. Kondo presented photovoltaic system for MW power generation and indicated

challenge to introduce cumulative power generation of 4.8 GW in 2010. In reply to the

question of lifetime of photovoltaic, it was addressed that the lifetime of element itself was

long but peripheral device such as circuit was dominant on system lifetime.

Research and Development of Fusion Energy

Dr. M. Seki explained basic and technical basis for Tokamak systems, ITER project, and

strategy for practical power plant for fusion energy.

Dr. S. Sudo presented status and prospect on future research program on Helical device.

Dr. K. Mima presented research on laser fusion technology and related peta watt laser

plasma. Cost reduction and decrease of energy loss were pointed out as future subjects to be

solved.

Dr. K. Nagamine explained principle and advantage of muon catalyzed fusion, and

experiments for demonstration of principle.

Accelerator Driven System (ADS)

Dr. H. Oigawa presented the active R&D for partitioning and transmutation, and ADS in

Japan and in the world. To perform basic experiments for ADS in the physics and engineering

aspects, the Transmutation Experimental Facility was proposed in the framework of the High-

Intensity Proton Accelerator Project: J-PARC.

Hydrogen Production. Storage and Transportation

In the presentation of Dr. M. Ogawa, after the introduction of future prospect on

utilization of hydrogen in the world, and principle and efficiency for hydrogen production,

R&D activities on hydrogen production with HTTR in JAERI were explained. The principle

and R&D for IS process which is one of thermochemical process to produce hydrogen at high

temperature near 1000 °C was presented.

Dr. S. Orimo explained development of materials for hydrogen storage and

- 4 -
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transportation, where importance of space-saving and safety was addressed.

Dr. T. Hamajima presented research on robust electric energy network system using

superconductivity and liquid hydrogen, and R&D activities for transportation of liquid

hydrogen.

2.3 Summary of Free Discussion

In the free discussion about possible role of physics for the current and future energy

problem, many opinions and comments were addressed towards the various useful energy to

be expected to supply needed energy over the next 50-100 years. As for the problem of energy

supply, some countries, especially China and India, are in most difficult situation. The

solution for this problem is not responsible to one country but concern for all humanity. The

recognition of the importance in promotion of international efforts to solve the problem was

indicated. The importance of the coordination with other fields, such as chemistry and

material, was also pointed out.

- 5 -
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3. ABSTRACTS AND MATERIALS OF PRESENTATION

3.1 Energy Scenarios and Prospects of China

HUO Yuping

Chinese Academy of Sciences

I. Background for considering the Energy Problem of China:

1. Chinese Economy has grown up and will continue to grow up fast. The GDP growth

rates has been higher than 7% in last decades and will be so in next few decades.

According the declaration of Government, the 2020's GDP will be near four times of

2000's . It has historical reasons, and is required by most of the people. It has been

supported by the so-called social-market system, which began from the Deng's reforming

and will gradually transform to free-market system. It is inevitable, and will need

corresponding growth of the Energy Consumption.

2. China has biggest population in the world, more than 1.3 Billions, and will continue

to increase to, at least, 1.6 to 2.0 Billions, near the middle of this century. All each

Chinese needs energy, asks to work or job and asks to increase the income for

improving their life. The size of the population determines the size of Chinese Economy

and also the size of their total Energy Consumption (EC). No one, in the world, could

stop the Chinese effort for improving their living level, and no one should forget the total

size of their requirements.

Near 2000, the EC per-person in US was 11.5 TCE (tons of Coal Equivalent); in west

Europe was 5.6TCE; in Japan was 5.1TCE, and in China only little less than 1 TCE. If we

have the same technologies for saving energy as in Japan or in West Europe, and if in the

middle of this century (more than four decades later) the EC per-Chinese would be 3 TCE

(still less than that of Japan or West Europe at present time), then the total EC of China

will be 5-6 Billions TCE, the largest one in the world.

3. China has limited Energy Resources:

Coal: the surplus of the proven reserves is near 120 Billions tones, but most of which

(80%) distribute in North-Western part of China, thousands kilometers far from the

energy consuming region. Coal will still provide near 50% of total EC round 2050.

Oil and Gas: We have very limited resources. The surplus of proven oil reserves is

near 3 Billion tons. Considering the future possibly proved reserves, the future oil

production rate could not be over 160-200 million tons per year. Our surplus of proven

gas reserves is near 1300 Billion Cubic Meters.

Hydro-power: Our possible exploitable amount of hydro-power is 380 GW, but near

6 -
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68% of which are in South-Western part of China, the region with low density population.

Uranium resources are very limited for large scale conventional nuclear power.

There were 7000 kW Solar Power Stations worked in 1996, most of them equipped

by crystalline silicon solar cells. Due to the high price of such cell and the rechargeable

battery, this type of solar power station only can be used for special purposes. The wind

power (56.5 MW in 1996) and Geothermo-power (28.6 MW) all are and will be too small

comparing with the total energy consumption, and could only be used in special area. The

Biomass energy in 1996 was near 250 million TCE and already produced very serious air

pollution and other environment problems. With improving the living conditions, most of

the biomass fuel will be replace by other fuels or energy sources.

4. The Air-pollution in China, most of which has been produced by energy consumption,

mainly by coal burning, has been already very serious. The annual emission of Sulphur-

dioxide was near 25 MT, 71.7% of the cities in the southern China have had acid rain;

The particulate matter fed into atmosphere annually was near 20 MT, and the TSP

(floated particulate) in 67 big cities (60% of total) were over 200 micro-grams per cubic

meter; more than 3 BT CO2 were emitted annually, which was less only than US. In the

world. The future EC. growing should not further pollute the air significantly.

EL Energy Consuming, past, present and future:

1. Total Energy Consumption.

The total EC. for last few years are listed in follows:
year
EC.
In BTCE

1995
1.377

1996
1.447

1997
1.392

1998
1.210

1999
1.030

2002
1.4.8

2003
1.603

The lower values of EC. for 1998-2000 were mainly due to temporary adjustment of

economic structure. The 1.603 BTCE of EC. for 2003 year should be relatively true , but

even though, shortages of coal and electricity still appeared in some regions of China.

In 1.48 BTCE of 2002 EC, 66.1% were coal; 23.4 were Oil; 2.7% were Gas; 7.1%

were Hydro-power and 0.7% were Nuclear Power. At present time there is no effective

way for reducing the coal contribution to EC. to less than 50% within next 3-4 decades.

Now near all Chinese energy experts agree that, If China would increase GDP to 4

times of the present GDP for 2020, The EC. at 2020 should be near 3 BTCE, two times of

EC. at 2002. If China would be a moderate developed country in the world, it should need

5 BTCE of EC. or more, i.e. each Chinese should have more than 3 TCE energy in

average at that time. All the fore-mentioned estimations have already considered the

possibilities of improving the energy saving technologies. Therefore, one of the most

significant task for sustainable development of China will be to find the primary sources

for such big energy demands. No any reasons could stop such efforts of Chinese people.

7 -
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It also means that, our CO2 emission rate will continuously increase to near three times of

the present value (more than 3 BT) in the first half of this century, before some non-fossil

could play significant role in our EC.

2. Oil Demands and Production:

2002, oil production of China was 167 MT, and more than 70 MT oil were imported.

The oil production in 2003 was near the same as 2002, and the increase of total energy

production was mainly by coal. Due to very limited oil resources, the oil production rate

of China in near future will stay round 1600-200 MT/year or will little reduced. But at

2020, the reasonable oil demands (mainly for transportation and chemical industry)

should be round 500 MT, and at 2050 should be, at least, 700 MT. Before we have several

hundreds MT equivalent replacement for oil, 200-500 MT oil should be imported, and

will induce many problems of different kinds.

Ghmti's Oil D%mm4 uradl Bupply
2000 2010 2020 2030
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The data are from IEA.

3. Coal Production and Demands:

The coal production rates of last decade are listed:
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year
Production
Rate (BT/y)

1992
1.12

1994
1.242

1995
1.36

1996
1.3967

1998
1.1538

2000
0.998

2002
1.38

2003
1.603

2002, in our primary EC, 66.1% was coal. Now we are at the first place in the world for

producing and consuming coal.

Primary Energy Use (2000) byiEA
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Though the ratio of coal in total EC will gradually decrease, the absolute coal

production rate will increase steadily, in next few decades. Considering the possible

developed Hydro-power and Nuclear Fission power, AT 2020, the coal production rate

should be, at least, near 2.5 BT/y, and at 2050, it should be near 3.5 BT/y or more.

The coal reserves seem to be enough to support the forementioned coal demand for,

at least, most part of this century. Thus, the most difficult and urgent problems are how,

for each year, to distribute and use such large amount of coal(several Billion tons)

efficiently and cleanly. Several technologies have already been used successfully in other

developed countries, but could difficultly be used in China directly for such amount of

coal.

4. Electricity, Production and Demand:

The growth of Electricity Production were very fast in last decade, as listed follows:
year
Power(
GW)

1990
137.9

1995
217.2

1998
277.3

1999
298.8

2000
309.7

2002
357

2003
389

China already is the second largest electricity production country.

Due to the further demand for electricity, and considering to use Billions tons of coal

9 -
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more effectively and cleanly, the electricity production will grow more faster in next

decades. According to the plans of main big electrical power companies, at 2020 we

should have near 900 GW electrical power. For 2050, it is reasonable that, each Chinese

should have 1 kW electrical power, in average, i.e. China will have more than 1600 GW

electrical power, including as large as possible Hydro-power and Nuclear Power. It will

be the largest Electrical Power System in the world.

HL Some Conclusions*

1. In next several decades, the Energy Consumption of China will grow up from

1.5BTCE/y(Present) to 3BTCE/y(2020) and then to 5BTCE/y or more. Before the Non-

fossil Energy (Nuclear Fission Power, Solar Energy, Nuclear Fusion Power ) could

have near thousand GW power level, the coal will play essential role( 50-% or more)

Thus, the most important and urgent problem, at present for us, is to develop some cheap

ways, or technologies, by which such billions tons coal could be used effectively and

cleanly. In these several decades, the CO2 emission certainly will increase to more than

three times of present value.

2. In next several decades, China will certainly develop the capability for producing

hundreds million tons non-oil liquid fuel. But the oil import of China will inevitably

increase from near 1 hundred million tons to 3-5 hundreds million tons, at least in

peaceful time. Before the Non-fossil Energy (Nuclear Fission Power, Solar Energy,

Nuclear Fusion Power ) could have hundreds GW power level, Hydrogen Energy

System could not significantly reduce the level of CO2 emission.

3. If we would like Nuclear Fission Energy to play some role in the EC. Of China,

Several hundreds Nuclear Power stations should be built. Therefore, we need some new

technologies for to build more safe, breeder type reactor. We should also consider how to

treat so large amount of high-radioactive wastes.

4. Considering that the other big developing countries also will develop, earlier or later,

their Energy Consumption will also increase significantly. Those countries have larger

part of world population. Therefore, it is a world-wide topic to solve the World Energy

Problem, especially to develop the main non-fossil energy, such as the large scale solar

energy, fusion energy, as soon as possible.

- 10 -
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3O2 Energy Systems in Japan

Kenji YAMAJI

The University of Tokyo

Present status and historical development of the energy in Japan are described in this

presentation, as well as some current policy issues including hydrogen economy and nuclear

future beyond 2010.

Annual energy flow of FY1999 in Japan is 22.4xlO18J (535MTOE). While primary

energy supply consists of natural gas (13%), oil (52%), coal (17%), hydro- and geothermal

power (4%), nuclear power (13%), and renewable energy and etc. (1%), the final energy

demand consists of industrial use (50%), transportation use (25%), residential and commercial

use (25%). In the past long-range historical records on the relations between energy and

economy, total primary energy supply has increased almost in proportion to the growth of

GNP.

The resources for Japan's energy requirements rely heavily on foreign sources;

approximately 80% of the total energy demand even when nuclear energy is assumed as a

domestic energy source. For individual energy resource, crude oil and oil products are

mainly supplied by the oil resources of Middle East. For liquefied natural gas (LNG),

Indonesia and Malaysia are dominant supply countries. LNG is consumed by electric power

and city gas sectors. In the past 30 years, LNG became main feedstock for city gas production.

For coal, though considerable amount of domestic coal was supplied until 1960's, almost all

demand for steam coal and coking coal at present is met by imported coal. Australia is the

main supply country, and the main consumers of coal are steel and electric power sectors.

Annual power generation in Japan is 924TWh in FY 2001 and consists of nuclear (35%),

oil (8%), coal (21%), LNG (27%), hydroelectricity (9%), and renewable (<1%). Rapid growth

in peak power demands in summer ended in early 1990's; the peak power demand increased

moderately from 140GW to 166GW in the last decade. Thermal power efficiency and loss rate

of transition-distribution lines are about 40% and 5%, respectively. SOx and NOx emission

from thermal power plants in Japan are 0.24g/kWh and 0.29g/kWh, respectively. These

emission rates are by far smaller than those in major industrial countries.

For CO2 emission, total amount is about 300M ton-C recently; and major sources are

electric generation (102Mton), industrial (90Mton) and transportation (69Mton). CO2

emission per capita is about 2.4 ton-C while it is higher than France (1.8ton) and Italy (2.0ton),

but lower than UK (2.7ton) and Germany (3ton). Energy related CO2 emission per GDP is

about 60 ton-C/106US$; It is very low among major industrial countries while those of USA

and Canada range around 200ton/106US$.

In new energy, generating capacities of photovoltaic and wind power in Japan are

- 11 -
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450MW and 250MW in 2001, respectively. Recent increase of the renewables is quite

remarkable. For instance, cumulative installed capacity of photovoltaic was 637 MW in 2002,

and it was much higher than that of Germany (277MW, 2nd in the world) and USA (212MW,

3rd in the world). For promoting new energy in Japan, Japan's government allocates

substantial annual budget recently; 43.4B¥ for research and development, 18.8B¥ for

demonstration programs, and 94.6B¥ for promotion of market diffusion including clean

energy vehicle. Activities of various local community together with local governments are

also increasingly positive, for example, collaborative wind power installations were achieved

through the activities of NGOs.

- 12 -
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Kenji Yamaji (The University of
IUPAP Workshop on Energy

Tokyo, May 13, 2004

•Scale: 22.4 EJ/year; 535 Million Ton Oil Equiv,
•Structure:
Oil, Coal, Nuclear, Natural Gasf Hydro, Others

•History:
Take off, Oil crises, Decoupling, Global warming, Deregulation

•Challenges: Trilemma (3E Issues)
Energy Security, Environmental Protection, Economic Viability

•Current Policy Issues:
Beyond 2010, Hydrogen economy, Nuclear future

K. Yamaji (040513 for IUPAP)

Energy Flowchart
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K. Yamaji (040513 for IUPAP)
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Long-range Historical Trends between Energy and Economy
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{Note) One petajoule >s equivalent to approximately 25,800.000 litters of crude oil in calorie
(Source) Agency of Natural ftesouicss and Energy
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Import & Export of Petroleum Products
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LNG Demand by Use
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City Gas Production by Feedstock
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Coal Supply by Domestic & Import
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Power Services by Category
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Thermal Power Efficiency and Loss Rate of Transmission-Distribution Lines
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CO2 Emission by Sector
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CO2 Emission Derived from Energy per GDP
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K. Yamaji (040513 for IUPAP)
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Long-Term Outlook of Ultimate Energy Consumption
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Figure 5
Flow of energy related tux revenues in Japan
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Generating Capacity of PV and Wind Power In Japan

wind turbine Q PV

Year

>700MW
(PVin
2003)
>450MW

(Wind in 2003)

K. Yamaji (040513 for 1UPAP)
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(kWe)

Cumulative installed Capacity of PV

K. Yamaji (040513 for IUPAP)

35.0M

Wind Power installation in the World

K. Yamaji (040513 for IUPAP)
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Policy measures for Promoting New Energy in Japan

-Government (Budget in FY2003)
Research & Development 43.4B¥ (incl. Fuel Cell)

Demonstration Programs: 18.8B¥ (Incl. Fuel Cell)

Promotion of Market Diffusion: 94.6B¥ (incl. Clean Energy Vehicle)
Introduction of RPS (Renewables Portfolio Standard)

Biomass Nippon Initiative (Inter-Ministerial Plan for Integrated Use of Biomass)

- Indus t ry (esp. Electric Utilities)

Buying Electricity from Renewables with High Prices (e.g. Retail Prices for PV)

Green Power System (Green Fund and Green Power Certification System)

-NGGs

Various Local Community Activities together with Local Governments

Collaborative Wind Power Installation

K. Yamaji (040513 for IUPAP)

Green Fund for Residential Customers (since 2000)

•donations from residential customers + "matching gift" by electric utiSitSes

Participants' remittances
are matched with

contributions of similar
amount

Extended to
other
renewable
power sources

Number of registered clients = apprax 20,000 $.1% of total household customers)
In case of Tokyo Electric Power Co. (source: Japan Natural Energy Co.(JNEC)

K. Yaraaji (040513 for 1UPAP)
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Green Power Certification System (since 2000)

(42 customers,
43GWh/yr as of
2003)

Corpora*
Customers

w

JP¥4/kWh
: Certification by third party

JP¥3.5/kWi

Electric
Power
Company

JP¥6/kWh
4

Wind Power
Generation
Companies

a o

Starting to
cover other
renewables such
as biogas

K. Yamaji (040513 for IUPAP) (source: JNEC)

RPS tenewables Portfolio Standard) in Japan (effectivesince 2003)

Advisory Body
(Set Target)

1.35% in 2010

impose duty to collect
renewables certification

in each year by 2010
sanction in case of
shortage

Utility A

(with insufficient

Utility B (with

sufficient renewables)

1
trade of renewables
certification

. Yamaji (040513 for IUPAP)

construct own renewable
power plant or buy in
area A
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ICSU WG on Energy and Sustainable Societies
French-Japanese proposal of energy program (2002)
Creation of ad hoc Working Group:

1 s t meeting, Tokyo, December 2003
(at the occasion of International Conf. on Energy and Sustainability Science, SCJ )

2nd meeting, Paris, April 2004
Draft for ICSU activities proposals
Possible Future Steps
Executive board for draft SCSU strategic plan (2004)
General assembly (2005)

K. Yamaji (040513 for IUPAP)
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3.3 RD&D of Fuel Cell Technology In Japan

Hisashi ISHITANI

Graduate School of Media and Governance, Keio University

Current status of research, development and demonstration policies of fuel cell (FC) and

FC vehicles (FCV) in Japan, together with recent advances in FC technologies, are presented.

The FC Policy Study Group for Fuel Cell Commercialization was organized by Agency for

Natural Resources and Energy of METI to formulate policy recommendations in 1999.

In its report of 2001, the Study Group strongly recommended a new public organization

where all stakeholders' concerns are discussed and consensuses are reached for the

coordinated actions by industry and government. The Fuel Cell Commercialization

Conference (FCCJ) was founded in 2001 by related industries, responding the

recommendation by the Policy Study Group reports. The objectives of the FCCJ are to

identify specific issues in commercialization and widespread use of FCs, and to submit policy

proposals to resolve the issues to the government. Major issues for realization and promotion

are improvement of performance (efficiency and reliability of FC stack), cost cut, and fuel

and supply system (infrastructure). Expected target of market introduction by the Policy Study

Group meeting are about 50,000 of FC vehicle and about 10GW of stationary FC in 2020.

Government and related organizations are carrying out support of related RD&D

especially for basic research through New Energy Development Organization (NEDO)

Funding, fleet tests with hydrogen stations with various reforming system, standardization

and review of regulation, safety code and technical standard through financial support. Total

budget of PEFC program is ¥22.5B in FY 2003, and becomes ¥32.9B in FY 2004. In Japan

Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Demonstration (JHFC) Project organized by METI, as a part of

PEFC System Demonstration Project, eight auto makers and eight energy industries are

participated. Final goals of the JHFC Project are to clearly show the energy-saving effect of

FCVs and hydrogen stations. There are also similar demonstration program for stationary

use FC stack co-generation systems, operated by gas companies. The recent outputs from

those programs are also shown in the presentation.
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Workshop oe Energy
IUPAP Work Group on Energy

2004/5/13 Tokyo, JPN

Hisashi Ishitani
Professor,

Graduate School of Media and Governance,
Keio University

for

>. Establishment and overview of FCCJ
U3&D activities for FC. FCV and the

1. Governmental activities since 2001
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Local and Regional Environmental Issues: US
Emissions=>Californian Mandate (2003- ZEV, EZEV)
=> difficulty of EV promotion, search for alternative technologies

request for cleaner fuels and vehicles

Global Environmental Issues: EU? Jpn
CO2 emission reduction=> higher efficiencies & Alternative fuels

Resource conservation and security: USA, EU and Jpn.
dependencies on Petro., Energy Crisis=>energy diversification
demand increase in LDC, depletion of North Sea Oil
=>Alternative Energy (NG, Renewable =>auto. Fuels H, GTL)

Recent Advances of PEMFC technology: Jpn, USS EU
Creating High Tech. Industry, Tech. Initiative,
International Competition:Industrial Policy
Market for Stationary use FCs or mobile DMFC

Fuel Cells in Japan around year 2000

"POLICY STUDY GROUP for FUEL CELL COMMERCIALIZATION"
as an advisory committee for D. General of Agency of Natural Resource
and Energy, MITI (now METI) focusing on PEMFC for automotive and
stationary use, from '99/12 until 2001/Jan.

Meeting members:
Universities:8, Car Manufacturers^, NGO:2, Journalist:!, Energy
industries(Utilities:Elec.power and Gas, Industrial associations, related
non-profit org.):8, Nat. Institutes:3, Electric & electronics(FC makers):39

Membranes: 1

Objectives
- to understand of current state of arts, its significance as a future tech,
- to identify issues or barriers in promotion or commercialization, and
- to recommend Strategy to overcome those Issues9 or propose RD&D

policy for FCVs and FCs to the government.
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eptance

of FC engineers

1) Urgent/Significant Targets of Technology R&D

Considering technical difficulty and Influence or significance at commercialization
of pure Hydrogen FCVs9 the following Items are selected as urgent targets*

Fundamental base technology
(Membrane, Electrodes, Catalysts,
Separators)

•common for automotive and stationary

Performance improvement, cost cut and
material saving Is required for realization.

R&D of Hydrogen Storage
Technologies
in long term, Hydrogen may be selected as

the most promising clean fuel for FCVs, .
412 Storing Tech. is essential to expand

range of H2 FCVs? and thus influence on
the success of their commercialization.

R&D of Onboard Reformsag Tech-
nology of Liquid Hydrocarbon
1'ueis (Clean Gasoline, GTL}

^vaBaJisUsy of e^siTii

Establishment/inipr
GTL production

in3|}j"ove diversity of energy source.
ihttr. oii.

of
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Target Cost: target 50$/kW, f 5000/kW
to be competitive to conventional Gasoline IC engine.
=>Needs Cost cut by factor 100 from current level.

Scale merit by mass production, reduce material input,
improvement of manufacturing
expected to be realized by competitive R&D

Cf:
Stationary Use Target: ¥100,000 for lkW output
Needs further cost reduction by factor 10, and further
performance improvement, such as efficiency, reliability and
longer lifetime are requested.

Is severer.

Irogee Fuel: Handling (Transportation^ Storage),
-board reforming

tandardsfsoft Infra.)
Safety standards (reliability, components, systems) both for FCVs

and stationary use systems
Urgent review and revise of existing regulations (not for Hydrogen)
International Standards^ initiated by EU and USA (SAE), to
participate those community, needs basic research
6 ) Public Acceptance of Hydrogen systems (cost & safety issiies)

demonstrate Safety, CO2 reduction, energy security^
Education^ demonstration^ and public relations to persuade
necessity of governmental support
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se issues

1. General Concept

Scenario Setting j or FC realization
Ian by development phases, short term to long term strategy

Base Preparation and Technology Verification (until 2005 )
Initial Introduction ( 2005-2010)
Penetration (after 2010)

;overnmeiit, industries and research areas
;:R&D for commercial products^ product realization

Into market9 establishment of feel supply infrastructure in the
penetration phase
(2) Government and Institutes! bask research^ basic M&D
support for establishment of new standard and regulation
support for infrastructure arrangement in the initial introduction
phase
(3) Research and Academic areai education, basic R&D

The policy Study group recommended R&D strategy for realization/ j
I commercialization of FCVs into the three phases shown below j

until 2005 Around 2005 Around 201©

Base
Preparation
tfS W& g%

dllll

Technology
Verification
period for

establishing
regulation &
standards, and
basis for technical

•Verification and
Demonstration of
key technologies

Initial
Introduction

introduction of
practical FCVs^'or
FCS and its
acceleration
promote to

further
performance

cost down
"Stepwise

installment of fuel
supply system .

Around 2020
Introduction Target

self dependent
penetration •*:
•(partial)

establishment of
refueling

'infrastructure
Tost cut by mass

production
•self dependent ..

FCV

2010
around 50,000

2020
around 5 mil
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/'""'For
leferencj

Expecti

by the Policy Study
(accumulated

eeting

year 2010
about 50,000

about l.lmlLk1

2030(new)

*this is an expected target to realize positive PEMFC market
introduction which may be a expanding industry

Agency for Natural Resources and Energy of METI has organized
"Policy Study Group for Fuel Cell Commercialization99 In 1999
to formulate policy recommendations and In Its report of 2001,
Study Group strongly recommended a new public organization
where all stakeholders9 concerns are discussed and consensuses are
reached for the coordinated actions by Industry and government

Companies and parties active in FC technologies including fuel
cell manufacturers., gas and electric utility companies^ automotive
companies9 petroleum companies and others showed Interest In
joining FCCJ

FCCJ Is to have close and frequent contacts with METI and Its
related organizations Including NEDO9 but to have no financial
assistance from government
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founded ie 2001/03 by related industries, responding
the recommendation by the Policy Study Group reports

Activities by key roll players

•Government and related organizations5 carrying out Its roll in
the first phase? through financial support

•Support of related RB&D especlaiy for basic research
through NEDO Funding (New Energy Dev* Organization)

•Fleet tests with Hydrogen Stations with various reforming
systems, (demonstration and verification)

•Standardization and review of regulation, safety code and
technical standard

•Industries:cost cut and performance Improvement: not clear

•Cooperating to RB&D policy setting through FCCJ

^Cooperating to fleet test, providing necessary Information
regarding efficiencies, standardization and regulation

•Various activities establishing standards and regulation
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for reference

+24%
Total f 18.2B (US S1S2M)

System & Component R&D 6.1B

#» Total f 22O5B (US S188M)

System & Component M&D 6.1B

Testing Methods** 3.9B

Safe Use of Hydrogen 4*6B

Demonstration 3*9B

Related Technologies 4 IB

^ F Y 2004 Total f 32.9B (US S315M)

* Total FC Budget Including SOFC and MCFC : 2002 ¥22.0B/2003 ¥3©,7B

** Referred as Millennium Project (NEDO)

Testing Methods**

WE - NET

Demonstration

Related Technologies

3.1B

2.9B

2.5B

3.6B

1. Identified Request to review regulations which may hinder FC(V)
commercialization to the government
1. Submit to the vice ministers meeting(02/3.29).
2. Submit "request to review 6 articles, 28 items related FCV promotion" to the

Governmental coordinating meetings across ministries regarding FC.,to which,
3. the cabinet secretary announced the review program
4. Cooperate to arrange industries organization to response to the review

2. Cooperating with FC & FCV verification ( fleet) tests5 and request to
actual planning and execution
1. Cooperate to executing organizations by sending committee members
2. Submit base plan for the verification tests.
3. Propose for the next phase verification tests after 2006

3. Cooperation with international standardization activities
1. Participation to ICE/TC105, ISO/TC197, and 1SO/TC22/SC21
2. Coordinating the organizations(JEVA,ENAA and JEM A) acting as mirror

committees to the above standardization within the country

4. Investigation to Well to Wheel Energy efficiencies of related fuel
chains.
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for reference

Regulations to be Reviewed by Government -1

FCCJ R&C SWG identified 28 concerns to be clearly defined and

reviewed by corresponding agencies, taking considerations that

(1) Some automotive companies have expressed intention of
introducing FCV for very limited but demonstrative
operations by the end of 2002,

(2) METI Demonstration Project for both vehicle/refueling
station and stationary application has been scheduled to start
in early 2003,

(3) It has been widely anticipated in Japan that 2005 would be the
year for initial market introduction of FCVs and small
cogeneration units,

(4) Sometime after 2005, further review should be re-opened to
take consideration of the market experiences.

for reference

Regulations to be Reviewed by Government -2
Typical Concerns and Government Agencies in Charge

•High Pressure Gas Storage ( METI-NISA-ISD)

G&L H2 Tank for Vehicle and Refueling Station

Valves and Regulators for Above Applications

^Vehicle Certification Processes ( MLIT-RTB)
Vehicle Certification for Safety, Emission and Fuel Economy

^Restricted Passage and Protection of Tunnels (MLIT-RB)

*H2 Storage Capacity in Residential Areas (MLIT-HB)

"Fire Hazards / Protective Measures at Refueling Station and

Parking Garages (FDMA)

• Safe Use of Small Stationary Units at Residents (FDMA)

•Safe Connection with Power Grids (METI-NISA-EPSD)
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- Stationary Use
Categorization of Small Power FC Unit (METI)

Registration of Install
Needs of Skillful Personnel and Monitoring System
N2 Tank for Purging

•Safety Requirements (FDMA)
Prevention of Back-Firing
Distance from Outer Wall of Houses

Guidelines for Grid Integration(Utility Company)
Limit for Reverse Flow
Buy-Back Price of Residual Power
Needs for Protective Measures for Grid Protection

for reference
Work Scheme and Review Schedule

"NEDG launched a new 5 year project - Safe Production

and Utilization of Hydrogen - to support review activities

FY2003 Budget: ¥4.55B f-US$39M)

(1) Safety requirements on production, storage, transport and

supply systems for vehicles and infrastructures (G&LH)

(2) Long term effects of hydrogen on materials

(3) Development of new technologies which make the use of

hydrogen more safe and effective

• • Technical data derived from above project will be compiled in
2003 to be in time for the review process by government
agencies in 2004

•Some agencies establish its own projects outside NEDO to look
into necessary measures to be specified
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• Hydrogen [IS<
- WG12: NWIP for Standardization of Hydrogen Fuels5

proposed by Japan at 2003/10

- Fuel Cells [IEC/TC105]
- NWIP about mobile fuel cells safety 3 proposed by US &

Japan at 2003/9
- Transport of mobile FC on international carrier
- Revision of Codes about transport of methanol as DMFC fuel,

proposed by US and Japan

• Fuel Cell Vehicles [ISG/TC22/SC21J
- Safety of FCVs with compressed hydrogen tank, and

measurement of FC Vehicles,
- Standard for Fuel Cell Hydrogen additives for recognition

for reference

Authorization of
National Body \

JGA

JEMA

IECTC105

NEDO

JARI

JEVA

, Financial Support

ENAA

Informatioi Exchange

ISOTC22/SC21 ISO TCI97
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1. Summarized Requests to National R&D budget for 2004
fiscal year regarding FC & FCVs, submitted to the
government In June 03

2. Developed a RoadMap for R&D of FC related technologies
1. Identified necessary conditions for FC promotion and

commercialization, Issues In commercialization, and
R&D themes to be developed. Submitted to the
government In Jan. 03

2. Published Summary version for public
3. Investigated foreign situation, especially about US R&D

activities
1. Send mission to ANL, RANL of USDOE
2, Comparative study with DOE report to the parliament

(2000-2004FY)

System technology
FC Stack Technology
Polymer Electrolyte Membrane
Electrode & Catalyzer
MEA
Separators
Mechanism of Destruction of FC stacks
Reformers
Others

- Partners: Universities, National and pubic Research
Institute, and Industry (R&D sections)
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Background:
- common interests and incentives,
- needs long term costly R&D9

- pre competitive, and basic area
- FCVs are international commodity
- Car makers are already internationally united
- Governments sections need kind of competition to justify and

get budget=>needs information

- "Competition and Cooperation59 relation

Communications
- Mutual communications between METI? DOE & EU
- Cooperation between FCCJ and similar organizations
- Other academic communications

Intergovernmental partnership

Participation to IPHE(2003/l 1/20)
and US» JAP AN joint Communique on Hydrogen and Fuel Cells

1. Date: 2004/1/8
2. At Tokyo
3. Outline
agreed to start negotiation to

conclude agreement on US-Japan
intergovernmental Cooperation
regarding R&D, Code and standard
on Hydrogen infrastructure and Fuel
Cells between US DOE and METI.
Also agreed to share information
about Hydrogen economy and Fuel
Cells technologies through
Workshops, Seminars

To support and strengthen the
Activities in IPHE by the two
advanced countries in this field,

(Secretary Abraham of US DOE and vice
Minister Sakamoto of METI Signing to the
communique)

2©
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[ram

3-Year Program Starting 2002 FY
(Program will be operated by 3 contractors )

Automotive and Stationary Program to;
1. Prove Validity and Soundness of PEM-FC

Technologies Selected^

2. Evaluate Total Energy Efficiency and Fuel
Versatility^

3* Acquire Data for Codes and Regulations,

4. Increase Public Awareness on FC Technologies

n
L- J .r.

Stationary FC Demonstration Study

: Subsidization Project by METI

_ENAA]
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for reference

iam

Stationary Program
Lesidential Use

FY

iver

Srlds
without Re¥erse Flow

eUnit Operating Information Linked to Central
Data Processing Center

for reference

Average Temp.: North(Hokkaldo) ~ South(Kyushu)
Atmosphere : Industrial, Seashore3 City9 Mountains

Continuous^ Scheduled3 Load-Variant, DSS

Natural Gas? LPG9 Naphtha

12 Months (Nominal)
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H14FY

±Bl2#V

H15FY

>

H16FY

£H31frBf-TC>»i>

% U

i a 466kWh
106. 4GJ
31,

Mmm-mm^
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for reference
samm amsssa
/S3

^
ruci C«3 Oumcuas

For Details, please refer to

for reference

Hydrogen Stations

2002 FY

2 5 Billion Yen = $20 Million (2002 FY)
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for reference

1) To clearly show the energy-saving effect (thus, CO2
reduction and energy efficiency) of FCVs and
Hydrogen Stations.

2) To clearly show how FCVs and Hydrogen stations
have a beneficial effect on the environment.

3) To acquire useful data to develop standards, and
regulations and laws for the safety and other issues of
FCVs and Hydrogen stations.

4) To raise public awareness regarding FCVs and
Hydrogen stations.

5) To clarify issues to be solved to promote the widespread
use of FCVs and Hydrogen stations.

6) To develop and demonstrate technologies for recovering
and liquefying by-product hydrogen efficiently.

for reference

(1) FCV extensive demonstration study in Japan.

(2) Concurrent operation study of hydrogen stations with
different types of fuels and different reforming methods.

(3) Subsidy for garage and hydrogen stations from METI.
Project management by nonprofit public association.
Acquiring test result from participants.
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Toyota Motor Corporation
V- Nissan Motor Co., Ltd

Honda Motor Co*, Ltd.

DAIMLERCHRYSLER DaimlerChrysler Japan Holding, Ltd.

»ia Pacific Japan Ltd.

^MITSUBISHI MOTORS Mitsubishi Motors Corpora t ion

SUZUKI Suzuki Motor Corporation

Cosmo Oil Co., Ltd.

Nippon Oil Corporation

Showa Shell Sekiyu K.K.

JAPAN AIR GASES
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ies Ltd.

SiNANEI
^ ITQCHUENEXCCUTD.

. CO.,

ifflllSII Idemitsu Kosan coS|

Babcock-Hitachi K X

for reference

JHFt

FOC

', .; "'/[.

Nissan X-TRAIL Honda

DaimlerChrysIer F-Cell General Motors Hfdrogen3 Toyota/Hino FCH¥-B
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KAMAGAWA f <f

0 constructed in 2002# to be constructed in 2003

Garage-Showroom

2

Garage-Showroom

Yokohama-Daikoku
Hydrogen Station

Yokohama-Asahi
Hydrogen Station

Senju Hydrogen Station

Ariake Hydrogen Station

Kawasaki Hydrogen Station

! KeiocatableHydrogen

GHIB&! -• ! Hadano Hydrogen Station
.-:,_ j Sagamihara Hydrogen
•••"• 1 S t a t i o n

. C,. Ohme Hydrogen Station

.rj"| Yokohama-Tsurumi
' I.-| Hydrogen Station

; O ronstructed in 2002# ±o be constructed in 2003

1
2
3
4
5 .

6
7
8
•9

10
11-

i i > \ .-''"': •-"---
Hvdroaeo Station
Yokohama-Daikoku H.S.
Yotohama-Asahi H S.
Ariake-H.& •• " -
Senjy Hvdr- f̂ten Station '
Kawasaki His. • •(.?) mu

Transfecr^..-M-& L ' " ^
Kastfiiiiaseki , .'v-;r.,
Hadarib Station .. (

Gome Station :
Yokohama-Tsurumi H,S= :

Liqufied H2 Production'

.Corabanvfies)
'GtikAo Oil .
Nippon Oil" \
Shaw She| Iwatanl

• • • • - . • .•

TTQ^ Gas & Nippon sanso

'Japan Air'-Gases
• • • : : " • ' • ] / )

iipfMfi Sanso
Idemitsu Kosan,
Kurlta, Shianen, ItoChy

Babcock-Hitachi

Nippon Steel

H2 Production Type

Deatlphurized Gawline RFM

iaphtha Rfm
Off Site: LH2 storage
LPG and City GasrRFiL
lethanol RF1.

Compressed HfdroQen
Kerosine RFM.
Alkarine Etecti'o^^sJRemovaWe)

City Gas RFWLRemovabte)

COG PSA & Liquefaction
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JHFC Base

with Gasoline reformed Hydrogen station

Total Run Distance of FCVs & Amount of
Delivered Hydrogen from the Stations

Distance/month
Acum, Supplied Hydrogen

,2

a> E

to &
5y

I
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2000

1500

1000

500

J -,
j f

I j

' i

I

! I
i ••

.; j •
] j •

l i : :

• ! •

J i -

. : ! - • • •

: i i - .

1

i

1 '• ";

Mar- Apr- May- Jun- Jul-03 Aog- Sep- Oct-
03 03 03 03 MonthGS 03 03

_! l_
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250

200

150

100

50

m
O

•O 'Si
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•g «

iS o

itit

I
03 03
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not Intended to compete to CaFCP9 but reinforce knowledge
- Experience and Verification In different condition may be useful

• Sacrament: 3mil.people, wide open area
• Tokyo-Yokohama 16mil, very heavy traffic in general

- Information exchange and mutual cooperation may be valuable

Merit of the Demonstration for the region
- Expands understanding and public acceptance In various areas.

• Especially Bus application will be valuable for the public support

- For regulation, standards, actual experience Is essential

Observations
- Demonstration for unfinished and advanced technology, which are

still confidential, no market
- Car makers select the site, and regions or gov. want FCVs
- Data collection and evaluation by transparent investigation

• Realize rather free regulation only with minimum requirements

One of Important criteria for future fuel selection,
- But not to forget that it is only one of the criteria, cost,

infrastructure, transition phase should be considered.

Converge to similar conclusion but locally different
=>needs data based evaluation
Depends heavily on future tech. Level, remain so much
uncertainty
- JHFC results will be utilized to verify the data with necessary

consideration.

Japanese Conditions:
- Long distance NG transport: GTL, Methanol etc. becomes

relatively efficient
- WtW CO2 Emission depends on CO2 recovery and

sequestering at the NG Fields If possible
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(Example)

1. Fuel Economy

2. Driving Performance9

Reliability

3. Environmental Impact,

Noise

4. Reference for Standard

Test Record (Speed9 Range etc.)

Refueling (Station, Quantity^ Time,

Acceleration, Startability, Response
Maintenance.

H2 Leak Issues, Emission, Noise

H2 Safety Issues

. Land?

code and standard
emonstratlon and

Necesi

Already FCVs are operated on public roads

Should be established before commercialization

Requirements from car makers

Request from vice-ministers meeting
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V «*, XJT K V.-' U ^ 4- .! .̂ C* 4'«. « VS v *• i * "*•»*" W Cu t i i V.

FC¥ safety

Study of Environmental

Impacts

Test methods of emission

and efficiency

Survey of technology status

Tech. Guideline
Basic structure

Guideline
drafting

Techa Standard
drafting

oV K 'V 1 eC

to assure Safety <
and keep environmeni

ic Road operation,
Jards

Never to hinder R&D of FCV technology

ceep international coordination, and should
be consistent to conventional vehicles, at most
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Merit of FC Bus demonstration
compared with Passenger cars

Lower Barrier for Pure Hydrogen Use:
- On board Hydrogen storage :

• Low speed, space availability: especially rooftop storage: wide and
safe at top, no weight

• Easy to install oin bus

- Concentrated Hydrogen infrastructure
• Routine course=>one station is enough for one line
• Short range possible

=>DHFC possible, easiest for FC stack technology,
Module type design possible: same tech. As passenger

Poorer base conventional tech. Vibration & noise,
emission, smell:Accepted by public
More user, shorter time=>better public communication,
good incentive for transportation authorities
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Merit for customers
- No obligation for cost: usually, same fare with more

comfortable bus

- Short time and distance=>many can experience the merit

- Feel happy compared with Diesel bus

- Low'floor possible, better performance

Needs continuous Operation with verification tests.
- Danger of termination of this kind of test operation

without follow up: may give impression of failure of the
technolog

- Cost barrier: too early show up?

Commyter Bus
Service
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VaMela FCHW-BUS2 (1 uni

Improvement of
FCHV-BUS2

(2005s3)

overnment certification
003s7)

Operation Start 1003,8^)

Development start (2001 ~)
FC90kWX2
government cortification(2002s9)

Development start (1999
-)FC90kW
Dri¥lnci Test at orowino aroynd
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.XI

term))

185days

lace

EXPO 2005 MCW..WWS

for reference

Long Term Prospects of Commercialization ol

Project 2000 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 7 1 8 ! 10 121 2020
METIfFCCJ
)

Establishing infra.
& Technical

Verification, Le.
RD&D

Initial Introduction
to the Market

Commercialization Market
Penetra
lion

FreedomCar Tech.
Feasibility

Demo.

Continuous Fleet
Tests &
Evaluation

Commercial
Readiness

Demo.

Commerccialszation

Daimler
Chrysler
Prospect

Ph,.1f

Feasibility
Ph.2. Market
Preparation

Fit for Daily Use Ramp-Up Commercialization
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Short Term Demonstration Projects
Vnow

. JHFC

WfUTBus demo.

CEP

CITYCELL

CafCP

2001

111

2
. 5 -t-5 •

1
7car makers*8 Infra.

•scare! • 7'can
• Stetton 5+1+1 • 1

Mi
( •

8
I

4 5 1 6
- . . . . • . . - - -••?.-• /•• .• : - .

Mnna&fleei courses

1
P

11
iffifsiiiiiisisiii;

^ ^ ^ ^
i
Hi

7
Now Planning future

e.g., Nagoya EXPO bus
operation?

Reauration & Codes

Ph.1. Plan & Vehicle supply
P2. Station & Co.

Operation
Phase 3. Station &

Customer Op.

_ J R % t a ^ ^ • FP6

T • • MADRID b£CityClass -

20 lassej ier cars, 3 buses, 3 stations^
—FARfStoCRCTMJS
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3.4 Recent Development on Low Cost and High Efficiency Photovoltaic
System for GW Power Generation

Michio KONDO

Research Center for Photovoltaics

National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology

In this presentation, as examples of large scale photovoltaic system, Solar Ark

(300x300m2, 600kW) and AIST-MEGA SOLAR TOWN (6500m2, lOOOkW) are introduced.

Future target of photovoltaic system is to achieve cumulative power of 4.82GW at 2010.

Future prospect by Japan Photo Voltaic Association (JPEA) and European Photovoltaic

Industry Association (EPIA), and R&D budget for photovoltaic system in various contries are

also presented.

Cost for solar cell accounts for 60% of total cost of photovoltaic system, and cost

reduction for solar cell is needed for large scale power stations. As material for solar cell, Si

has good characteristics from standpoint of cost, efficiency and recycle, though there are some

other materials which have high efficiency. Possibility for manufacturing of thin film solar

cell is also discussed.
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1

Recent Development
on

low cost and high efficiency photovoltaic system
for

GW power generation

Research Center for Photovoltaics
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology

Michio Kondo

rr~.—7

Solar Ark

• ' " . . - . " • ' " • " : • " % . • - ' ' , . •

300 x 30 m2 -600 kW

By Sanyo @ Gifu

600kW
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AIST-MEGA SOLAR TOWN

1000 kWp in Tsukuba-center 6500 m2 5600 panels

! •.•^•'••••- V - - ' " ' . • v ^ ; 1 ; ; ' |

106kWh /year -> 0.8 % of total(AIST)

! nuclear power station/total(JP) -> 0.6 %

Cumulative PV target @2010 -> 4.82GWp

-> 0.5% of total(JP)

Current status and future target

o

5000 ,

4000

3000

3 2000

1000

2010

1995^^
240
90
50
50

430

1996^S
210
70
30
40

350

1997^K
195
50
25
40

310

1998^f£
195
45
25
40

305

1999Sg?
189
38
22
40

289

2000^K
177
30
20
35

262

2001^ft
156
28.5

18
33

235.5

2OO2^R
144
27

16.5

31.5

219
P

module

peripheral
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10,000

1,000

m
A 100

(GW)

(GW/^)

10

0.1

Future Prospect

EPM 9,000GW^>
656GW

annual

1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050

Year

tiiM: MMB 7:^r# • BJHfg&j, fXIBJtX'S'yj'- -rM dotf/tj&j (2003%%$)

R&D Budget for PV

50 100 150 200 250 300 350

2003 9^R/kwh
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Basis of Solar Cell

Jsc

I

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

Pmax '-

Area: 0.25cm2

Jsc=25.3 iA/c i 2

Voc=0.526 V
FF=O. 71

Eff.=9.4 %

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Voltage (V) VOC = Eg - 0.4 (0.6) P n o t 2=

o
Pmax = Voc x Jsc x Fill Factor

Eg Defect density (recombination) Current

E f

Materials

Band Gap
Optical absorption
Material quality
Material cost
Abundance

fi 20.0-

8

K««5rO3

1.0 15
tt««H (cV)
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Variety of Solar Cells

Si
I— Mono-crystalline ^4. 7%) c-Si 24.7%

— Poly-Si (~ 200 um) f-20%) Poly Si 18.9%

ThinFOmc-Si (~ 3 \aa) f-1 0%)

Amorphous Si
$iGe alloys)

Tandem
£* 1 3%) ^ . ^c-Si/a-Si:H 14.7%

Compund
semiconductors

Organic

Monocrystalline GaAsJnP multi-stack)
inGaP/InGaAs/Ge 36.5% (100SUN)

•— Poly CdTe, Cu in, Ga) &es S)2
CuInGaSe2 « 19 %

Solid

Wet (Dye sensitized) Dye Sensitized -10 %
(Organic)

Quantum Effect Quantum dot, multi-quantum-well

PV Roadmap in Japan - 2030

2004 2010 2020 2030

\~50yen/kwh

\

Sales cost

Hydro power

640 MW i 2

~23yen/kwh

V

/~-
M820MW

Nuclear power

/ >100GW

yS Total amount

J3 >10GW

~14yen/kwh

^N. ,^^ ~7yen/kwh
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us
Mold

Manufacturing of Poly-Silicon

High purity materials
Slicing

fviullicrysfallinis ingot

fJEDO HP)

Device processing

Passivation, Electrode Printing

What is needed for GW production ?

c-Si 5000 t / GW Cells (Material needs double)

Total production of c-Si - 14000 t (potential 250001)

Thin Film Si 300 nm Vs 350 pm (c-Si) 1/1000

Solution : Thin layer crystalline silicon
or

Thin film Silicon
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Manufacturing of Thin film Solar Cells

p-layer i-Iayer

, S\

11—4^mmmmt.

n-layer Electrode Laser Scribing

p-layer I-layer n-layer

1m

£^2S
\~ ' - - • . - : - " • - - ; " - ,--3

(») pin ( * - « - * K'- HBSB

Possibility of nc-Si

Voc (efficiency) as a
function of grain size

The bigger, the better.

Passivation of grain <*-
boundary

Independent of size

High Voc due to
Quantum size effect ?

The smaller, the better ?

t
G>

750

700

650

600

550(

o

a.
o

)0

4!

400

350

Single crystallirie

Astropowsr Mitsubishi^

K ^ > A. L

10"2 10'1 10° 101 102 103

grain size g
104

(Werner)

The bigger, the better ?
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Processing

Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition

SiH4 10-30 seem

H2 100-500 seem

Hydrogen
dilution ratio

13.56-MHz
60 MHz

1 -200W

Frequency
Pulse

2 - 4 cm

130 mm

RT~5QQ°C typ:200°C Temperature

Processing

Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition

SiH4 10-30 seem

H2 100-500 seem

Hydrogen
dilution ratio

'-
 :

 " • < • • , ' :

13.56 MHz
60 MHz

1 -2Q0W

Frequency
Pulse

Discharge

130 mm

RT~500°C typ:200°C Temperature
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Plasma

Pksma Potental

| Vp

Cathode

f

Anode

^ £ ; ^

Gas phase reaction (with silane)

SI2H5
Higher silane

SiH3 J Si2H2 ?

H2 + SiH3

Hydrogen dilution
Depletion

Necessary Cond.
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Flexible Solar Cells
«a»>ijg**>.-««^ftaaj.«.<«y

8.5
Ts - 200 C
7.2 % (2.5 jxm) -
nip cell (optical confinement)

Mechanical embossing

iillPSifeiiS
% courtesy of Japan Gore-Tex )

^%^agj|g^S^:^
Effect of hydrogen dilution upon film structure

Raman spectra

Higher hydrc gen dilution

450 500 550

Raman Shift (cm"1)

Film (Solid phase)

Particel (Gaseous phase)

\ I If
Q © © 0 0 © 0
000909©
©0QOO0Q
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Role of atomic hydrogen ?

Crystalline Amorphous

^0t:;J:W

Growth models (Hydrogen)

Etching model (Tsai, Kumar)

SiH3, H *=± amorphous +
—• microcrystalline
Why?

H-related promotion
(low temperature)

Catalytic

Exothermic

May increase Vc

Amoiphous

Crystalline

Chemical heating (Veprek) H + H
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Role of minority (a-Si:H)

200
2 4 6 8 1 0

Dilution SiH4/(SIH4 + Hj)

crystalline , amorphous

c-Si

(Meier)

Compromise of a-SI:H and c-SI

b) lopcc'J

Fig. 2a*. Schemiiic sketch of Its band dia|raram of an a-Si:H p-i-
junction la), and an a-Si:H/c-Si:H p-i-n/p-i.n iuctcj junciion solar «U (b)

glass/ type-U/ a-SI p-I-n (0.3S |im)/ (ic-SI p-l-n (4 ^)l ZnOI Ag

14 fc- Area: 1 cm

10

8

6

4

2

2 ~

J s c : 12.5 mA/crrr

VM : 1.35 V

FF : 0.74
*1 : 12.4%

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Voltage (V)

a-Si:H

-0.9 V

Voc~ 1.4

mc-SI

-0 .5V

eV
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Z i-t-z- '_3J;li3d Solar Cells

TiO2
Dye

-1.6 eV
Photoexc.

TIO2

Ef

0.9 V-VocMAX

Pt

Pt

Voc = 0.7 V (Eg - Voc = 0.9 > a-Si)
Jsc = 18.6mA/cm2
FF = 0.7

Lifetime ?

Summary

For low cost and high efficiency solar cells,

Si -» low temperature deposition of nc-Si

Understanding of the formation mechanism

Role of hydrogen

• Plasma synthesis and size control of nc-Si

Dye sensitized —> band alignment of TiO2 and Pt
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3.5 Prospect of Fusion Energy Development with Tokamak Systems

Masahiro SEKI

JAERI, Naka Fusion Research Establishment

Fusion is an attractive energy option, which offers a safe, long-term energy source with

abundant fuels and environmental advantages. To realize the fusion power generation, we

need to take steps to demonstrate scientific and technical feasibility by ITER and then to

demonstrate power generation and economical feasibility by DEMO plant.

Commercialization will come after DEMO. What is ITER? ITER is an international fusion

experimental facility, which will be constructed by international participants, Japan, European

Union, the United States of America, Russia, China and Korea.

The overall programmatic objective of ITER is to demonstrate the scientific and

technological feasibility of fusion energy for peaceful purposes. ITER would accomplish this

objective by demonstrating controlled ignition and extended burn of D-T plasmas, by

demonstrating technologies essential to a reactor in an integrated system, and by performing

integrated testing of the high-heat-flux and nuclear components required to utilize fusion

energy for peaceful purposes.

The plasma confinement study has made steady progress to reach zero-power condition

in JT-60 and JET. Various tokamaks around the world have contributed to the production of

experimental data to establish a scaling law of energy confinement, by which ITER condition

is accurately predicted. It is concluded that the physics basis has been established to redict

the plasma performance of ITER.

Technical bases for ITER have made remarkable progress during the ITER Engineering

Design Activities in 1992 - 2001. Large scale components including superconducting coils,

vacuum vessel and remote handling facilities were constructed and tested to demonstrate the

performance and feasibility of manufacturing the key components of ITER with sufficient

reliability.

In conclusion, we are quite conflcent to construct ITER and attain its programmatic

objective.

Demonstration of power generation and economical feasibility is a mission of DEMO

facility. One of the key elements for early realization of DEMO is to develop and pursue the

integrated plan to DEMO. The plan needs to include improvement of tokamak performance

to have higher power density up to 6-8 times larger that htat of ITER, improvement of fusion

technology such as materials and blankets, and development of attractive DEMO designs.

We have drawn up a strategic plan to develop a fusion reactor. In parallel to ITER, JT-

60 is modified to have a capability of investigating the high power density plasma. Also a

materials irradiation facility is developed preferably by international cooperation, to study
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materials behaviour under intense neutron irradiation expected in the D-T fusion environment.

If we continue to strive for making a steady progress in the fusion research and

sufficient budget is kept to be provided, the supply of electricity to the grid is expected in the

middle of this century. The commercialization will come after the power demonstration.

Fusion research is really expensive, but the steady progress has been demonstrated in these

20-30 years. We optimistically envisage that the fusion power age will be in the 21 century.
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CS Model Coil •W Sector

H:15m
(±5 mm)

Divertor Cassette

1.6 m x 0.93 rnx 0.35 m

Divertor Cassette Remote Handling Blanket Modute Remote Handling

Load: 20
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Verification

Success in
1)f.€f^a^ge
2) 10,'OdQ

JTEBTF M'odeTColl'-:.. -
( J u l y 2 0 0 ^ , . . ^ ^ - :

S « 7 . 8 - 9 10 if- .12. 13- 14 CS Mode! Coil Assembly

Outer Diameter: 3.6 rn

Large Nb3Sn Conductor
• Current density: 21.6 A/mm2

° Number of strands: 1,152

Copper
Stabilizes.

0.81 mm

Nb3SnSC Filament

Diameter: 3-4

SC strwd developed FliSSenlf : ~ 8,000
for CS Model Coil
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Secior-B (TSG/M1G welding)
Fabrication to tolerances of 3mm

Remote handling ©f blanket modules of
4 tons with 1-2 mm accuracy

High Heat Flux Component Technology

Dsvertor Structure

Heat Flux from Plasma
Graphite Armor Material

Cooling Pipes of Swirl Tube

Copper Alloy Heat Sink

Heat Load Test by using an Ion Beam

20 MW/m2

15 s
1,000 cycles
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CS Model Coil W Sector

H:15m
(±5 mm)

R: 3.6 m
H:2.8m
Bm,*=13T

Divertor Cassette

1.6 mx 0.93 mx 0.35 m

Divertor Cassette Remote Handling Blanket Module Remote Handling

Load: 20 MW/m*

5. fa , . _ _ A #•
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Third Phase Basic Program Fourth Phase Program

Improved Confinement
Advanced Divertor
Steady State

Advanced
Tokamak
Study

Ignition
Long-Bum
(steady state)

Electricity
Generation

K r Experimental
j X Reactor J\

CITER

Safety
Technology R&D

Reactor j
Technologies ,

Low Activation Materials Advanced Materials (SiC/SiC etc.)
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1. ITER is the core machine in the 3rd phase basic program of
Japanese Fusion Research and Development. -Japan-will
contribute to the world fusion program through the ITER ;•-..-
c o n s t r u c t i o n i n - R o k k a s h b . - - ' . : • ' • ' '../ • •"•.'•.•.;•••

2.-Advanced plasma research with.JT-60 and its modification,
and the materials research-with IFMIF are the necessary-
elements in the integrated program towards DEMO power
plant.
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3.6 Recent Developments on Large Helical Device and International
Activity of Helical System Research

Shigeru SUDO

National Institute for Fusion Science

In order to realize a commercial reactor, one of methods to confine the high temperature
plasma is to use closed magnetic field lines. For that, assembly of toroidal coils in the
doughnut form is used to produce closed circle magnetic field lines. This simple system,
however, cannot confine the plasma well. This is because in simple torus particles easily flow
away due to E x B drift. To avoid this, magnetic field lines are twisted, then charges
accumulated in location position can be neutralized. Such twisting is called as rotational
transform. L. Spitzer noticed necessity of rotational transform, and invented a figure-eight
stellarator around 1951. After that, it was well known that rotational transform is one of key
parameters not only in stellarators but in magnetic confinement of general toroidal plasmas. In
case of tokamak, rotational transform is produced by flowing current inside of the plasma. In
case of helical system, rotational transform is produced by the external coils. The term of
helical system includes heliotron, stellarator and so on, where the external coil can produce
the confining field. As for tokamaks, toroidal and poloidal coils can be planar coils. This is
good for construction. However, plasma current is necessary to produce rotational transform.
In fact, it is easier to construct the device, but it becomes challenging to keep the plasma
current for long duration. On the other hand, three-dimensional helical coil is necessary to
produce rotational transform in case of helical system, but the internal plasma current is not
necessary for plasma confinement. The accurate machining and positioning of the coil
becomes possible with aid of the recent advanced computer machining and new technology
such as laser positioning. So, advantages of helical system are (a) robustness of magnetic
configuration, (b) no current disruption, (c) long pulse operation is adequate because of no
need of current drive, and (d) flexibility of magnetic configuration with changing the ratio of
coil current. And, disadvantages of helical system are (1) complex three-dimensional structure
which makes construction difficult, (2) relatively large ripple of magnetic field which may
enhance transport, and (3) relatively large aspect ratio which tends to result in a large device.
However, such disadvantages are being overcome owing to the efforts both in the field of
science and technology.

Unique features of helical system especially compared to tokamaks are:
a) Magnetic surface mapping in vacuum is possible because the confining field is produced
without plasma, and it is done with a beam-fluorescence method, which shows the magnetic
surface visually on the mesh pasted with fluorescence material.
b) Plasma startup is possible with neutral beam injection (NBI). This is also possible because
the confining field exists before the plasma is produced. The conventional method to start up
a plasma is plasma breakdown by applying high power electron cyclotron wave to the low-
pressure neutral gas in vacuum. The NBI start-up method is very simple. It is to just inject
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neutral beam into the vacuum vessel with very low pressure of neutral gas in the presence of
magnetic field, and to wait a few hundred millisecond, then plasma can be produced and to
add a gas for increasing the plasma density. This method has a good feature of wide
operational range, and almost independent on the magnetic field strength. This invention
contributed especially to the high beta experiments because the magnetic field can be chosen
at the optimum value. The other advantage of helical systems is c) there is relatively large
flexibility of magnetic configuration with (1) dipole field for shifting the magnetic axis
position, (2) quadrapole field for changing ellipticity of plasma cross section, and (3) helical
aspect ratio for changing minor radius. Thus, optimization of the field configuration will be
thoroughly studied.

In 1998, the experiment of the superconducting machine: Large Helical Device (LHD)
started at National Institute for Fusion Science located in Toki-city. All the helical and
poloidal coils are superconducting, and LHD has heliotron configuration with l=2/m=10 field
period with parameters of the major radius = 3.42 - 4.1 m, plasma minor radius = 0.6 m,
plasma volume = 30 m3, and toroidal magnetic field strength= 2.9 T. The missions of LHD
are: (a) to realize high nt T plasmas and to study transport physics applicable to fusion
plasmas, (b) to demonstrate high b stable plasmas (<b>5 %) and to study related physics, (c)
to develop physics and technology for long pulse or steady state operation and control using
divertor, (d) to study energetic particle behaviors to simulate a particles in fusion plasmas, and
(e) to increase physics understanding of toroidal plasmas by complementary approach with
tokamaks.

The central ion and electron temperatures of 10 keV are already obtained on LHD. The
volume-averaged beta value reached 4.1 % while the target value is 5 %. The electron internal
transport barrier (ITB) was observed, and the other important phenomena were also found and
being analyzed. So, the degree of the achievements of the overall LHD project is about 50 %.
We are planning to reach the target beta value with increasing heating power, and also prolong
the plasma operation duration for the order of one hour. Thus, LHD is leading the worldwide
research in the field of helical system. The superconducting machine WVII-X (Germany) is
planned to be completed only in 2010, and the other new smaller machine will be built in
USA in few years. Under the international collaboration, (a) optimization of helical magnetic
field configuration, (b) high performance steady state operation, and (c) reduction of turbulent
transport, will be the main subjects to be investigated. In case of fission, equilibrium and solid
state physics with neutrons were central subjects, and these were well established. In case of
fusion, however, far-non-equilibrium plasma physics, micro and macro turbulence, and self-
organization mechanism should be understood. These are new paradigm of Science, and thus
challenging. Furthermore, burning plasma physics and fusion engineering & material science
will be necessary, and still academic research is important.
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Tokamak HeBioaS
Peaked Current Distribution Hollow Current Distribution

Plasma

Bootstrap Current Ibs

Helical Coil Current L

High Beta

Rotational Transform
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02 04 06 08 q.O
p By K. Ida
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Simple
- Just inject neutral beam Into vacuum vessel In the presence of

magnetic field, watt a few hundred millisecond and add gas
Wide operational range
- Almost Independent on the magnetic field strength of LHD

150

Wp(1.52T)

Wp(075T)

Wp(0.50T)

n, (1.52T)

n8 (0.75T)

n. (0.50T)

0.0

O. Kaneko
2.0 9

Physical Model ©f WBi Plasma Startup
Numerical simulation on this model explains the experimental results well

Ionized by collision
with the background
neutral gas

Charge Exchange L oss

NBI

lonization of
background
neutral gas

Background Neutral Gas

Note: Both fast ions and plasma produced in vacuum
are confined well in LHD.

Fast Ions (the density increases as the target plasma density)

H t 5 ' n g °J , 2?S /?! Heating of main plasma
produced plasma density v r

increases
Seed Plasma

High temperature electrons
begin to ionize background
neutral gas

Gas Puff
O. Kaneko
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Presence of confining magnetic field in vacuum is essential
- a superior feature of helical system -

> A small part of injected neutral beam is ionized and confined inside
magnetic surfaces

s The amount of fast.ions,(^0.1% of injected beam density) i$
determined by the.^al$nce.between production by coliisional .jonizattoh
and loss by chargeexchange with background neutrals . . ._.

s This amount doas not depend on the background neutral density
s These fast ions become an energy source of producing and heating

seed plasma

> Time scale of plasma growing is slow (~ 100ms)
Temperature of seed plasma should be high

> Additional gas puffing is effective only when the seed plasma is hot
enough

O.Kaneko 11

c) Flexibility of Magnetic Configuration

Dipole Field : Magnetic axis position
Quadrapole Field : ESIipticity
Helical aspect ratio : Minor radios

R =3.6m
CIA

1^=3.75171. Rax=3.9m
1.0

0.5

0.0
N

-0.5

-1.0
3.5

R
4.0

(m)
3.5

R
4.0

(m)
3.5

R
4.0

(m)

3.5 4.0
R(m)

m
3.5 4.0

R(m)

::-^ii..

3.5 4.0
R(m)

12
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Murakami 13

4. Large Helical Devici iistory and Achieweraents

All Helical and Poloidal Colls
are superconducting.

Heliotron configuration with
I=2/m=10 field period
All superconducting magnets
Major radius = 3.42 - 4 J m
Plasma radius = 0.6 m
Plasma volume = 30 m3

field = 2.9 T

3.5 4
R(m)

4.5
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o:» sue Paveicii. SOCIETY OP JAPAN, Vol. 16, No. 7, JULY, 1961

Ths CoafSnemeE: of Plasma by the Heliotroa Magnetic

By Koji Uo
Elcclrial EaQirjczri*g Institute, Faculty of Eagtoariaj,

Kyiio University, K'jlta
(.Received February 1, 1551)

A magnetic field named the Helioirca field ia produced by ths clsstrlc
current in s csriea of pair coils wound aroucd ths discharge tube with
regular intervals. Ths electric current in e=ch coil of the pair differs
both In intensity and direction. Ths lines of fores in this field undulate
near the tuba asia without cutting ths wall, Phil1-.'*•: :.•.—....<...-••;.•:
wall croa tha wall. Thus the high temperature
by ohmic heating In ths central region of thia fie
touching ths wall. This field is found to cstlsfy
for tha equilibrium- Tha interchange instability
in this field in discussed. A general expresses 1st'-'
tic field, and it is chor/n that the Heliotroa B msr
drlcal ccsp usld, ths helical winding fisld of thj
Picket-Fence fisld are derived ao special C2:s3 cf t

§ 1. intsdatUaa field uzsz u
There are two different types in' the con- around tha

finement of high temperature plasma by a vvitb re;julj
magnetic field. The magnetic pressure is electric curt g
comparable with ths plasma pressure in one ferent in bq
type, and in the other the magnetic pressure magnet!:: fi>
is much larger than the plasms pressure, are compi
For example, the pinch type machine belong! O>* regi
to tha first type and the mirror type machine lins» of fi
and the Stellarator to the «econd. out cutting

Recently two machines of the second type tube wall
have been constructed successively in Kyoto arcs insida
University and named the Heliolxon A and
the Heliotron B". The

1961
43 years ago!

Ths basic plan of the Hellotron field was first
presented at the meeting of Thermonuclear Con-
ference of Japan (May S, 1S5S), and vms published
in KakuyOge Ksokyu, S, (1953) 20.

ohmic h<

Plasma
Temperature
(Degree C)

100
Motion

10
Mfifon

Million

1/10
MlIMon

Progre» of HeMotrun R^earci

1960
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Winding Machine
of Helical Coil

fVacuum Chamber for Plasma

Milestone
1989 • NIFS Establishment

• R&D of Cryogenics

superconducting Coil for 1990 • R&D of Vacuum Chamaber
Helical Coll

1991 • Winding Machine and IV coil
Construction

1992 • LHD Experimental HalS

v&ajM/^^ 1993 • Producton of Superconductor

for Helical Coil

1993 • IS coif* Lower Cryostat

1994 • Winding of Helical Coil started
1995 • OV Coil, Vacuum Chamber

« Building for Control Room

1996 • Upper Cryostat* Main Control
System Completed

1997 « LHD Assembly Completed
17

•Upper Cryosta

(b) To demonstrate high p stable plasmas (<P> ^ 5 %)
and to study related physics,

(c) To develop physics and technology for long pulse or
steady state operation and control using divertor,

(d) To study energetic particle behaviors to simulate a
particles in fusion plasmas,

(e) To increase physics understanding of toroidal
plasmas by complementary approach with
fokaraaks.
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Steady Progress

o 1st(1998) o 5th(2001)
<-> 2nd(1998) o 6th(2002)
-' 3rd (1999) o 7th(2003)

4tli(2000)

-"£— Electron temp,
temp.

,-W Pulse length
^'X'

10000 20000 30000 40000 50000

Shot Number

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Experimental campaign

800

700

600 |P

500 g

400 §

1300^

200 g

1100

• Stored energy 1.3MJ
• Electron temperature 10 foeV

- Beta 4.1 %
* Pulse length 756 s

• Ion temperature idkeV

• Density 2.2xl020m"3

19

Bete vafee has exceeded 4

LHD has been pushing beta. Beta value of 4 % at B=0.45T
Shot#47724

V

-

• LHD
A W7AS
v CHS
a ATF
o HellotronE

S <9
m

20001985 1990 1995
year

* The core fluctuation (exo#i/in=l/2) is mot
observed because of spontaneous
generation of magnetic well,
* Even edge fluctuation (m/m=t/t) is
mitigated because of spontaneous
flattening of pressure gradient.

S. Sakakibara 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Time (sec)

1.6
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Theoretical Prediction of Ideal Interchange

ideal MHD unstable region on t
by TERPSCICHORE

Core
ts1/2(p~0.5) :

moderate
broad

- — peaked

Highlight
major
rational
surfaces
i=1/2&1

2.0

1.5

1.0

S 0.5

0
Gore

periphery
, ; SOU

0 0.2 0.4

R in Vacuum (m)
ax v '

0.6
P

0.8 1.0 1.2

Good confinement property for Rax=3.6m
Core: Spontaneous stabilization in high
beta regime (P>2%)*
Periphery^ Bestobilizatioe was concerned
in case of p Mgher than 3 %. No disruptive
phenomena have been observed up to 4% so
far. »#> This suggests that local pressure
flattening results in stability*

Improved Confinement is Obserwed by the
of Magnetic Axis Position (Inward Shii

LHD data are Improved by a factor of
1.5 compared with ISS95 scaling, and
comparable to ITER ELMy H-mode.

ISS9S 0.80 D - 0 . 5 9 — 0.51 D

r fie K
0.65 2.21

u
,-0.40

-0.71rj-0.16,-0.04

10
H. Yamada

mo>
CO
CO

10°-

UJ

0)
UJ

10-1

\ 4
' Reactor

condition

'. •'-.• I

B

r,
?•"'

' " ' • ' • ' ( ' ; .

Rax= 3

R a x = 3

}

.75m

.9m

10" 10°

The confinement degradation in the collision-
less regime due to the helical ripple transport
Is suppressed In the inward shifted
configuration (see case with ^=3.6111 In
contrast to cases with 1^=3.75 & 3.9m) 22
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10"'

#
Q.

10"

has largely extended the frontier
toe of net-cifjTOnt-firee plasmas

Plasma parameters are extended
•Low normalized gyro radius
•^exploration of anomalous transport
- Low collisionality
^exploration of neoclassical transport

10"2 10

IRaaqHr! ^H
7
D
AS

o ATF

4.0

Further improvement by optimizing
magnetic coniguration, l e 9 inward
shift of magnetic axis
2.0

0.5

B=1.5T,Pab3=6MW
ne=3x1019m-3,

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
P

Yamada

23
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L—'. SJL^Ll £ . ^ ^ u l - J ,

radiation rraistonce High purity lar^e alloy ingots Enhanced manufacturing abilities to
and high temperature were successfully produced. plates, sheets and rods were demonstrated,
strength.

NIFS is developing
manufacturing
technology of low
activation vanadium
alloys for enhancing
their industrial maturity. Special technology for

fabricating fine tubes was
developed.

Robust joining technology
was developed by laser
welding.

T. Muroga 25

(Germany)

Advanced
Helical Design

I Hdiotron-J

(Germany)
Undejr construction
Supef conducting magnet1

NCSX(U.S.A)
Quasi-toroidal

symmetry

Configuration
optimization

Coil Design

QPS(U.S.A.)
Quasi-poloidal

symmetry

Optimization
of helical
magnetic
field
configuration

High
performance
steady state
operation

Reduction
of turbulent
transport

K.Ida
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Devices

Year20iK

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

LHD

Hill!
Advanced LHD

NCSX (U.S.A.)

W7-X
German v

Advanced torus

ITES

CJpsei divertor

Design

Esperimrafe

Construct on Experiment

Reactor

'V;i'f-&"-iii?rM:,'i!J'y-&-. • :• •'•'•••
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3.7 Report on laser fast ignition for Inertial Fusion Energy

Kunioki MIMA

Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University

2-6 Yamada-oka, Suita , Osaka, Japan, 565-0871

mima@ile.osaka-u.ac.jp

The present status and future prospects of the laser fusion research and related laser

plasma physics are reviewed. In laser fusion research, giant lasers are used for producing a

ultra-high density DT plasma by introducing a micro-fusion explosion in laboratory. At

present, the world largest laser fusion facility for the integrated laser fusion research is the

OMEGA laser at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics, University of Rochester. By this facility,

fusion gain of 1% is achieved and a cryogenic hydrogen pellet implosion is explored. Toward

the demonstration of ignition and burn of DT pellet, two multi-Mega joule lasers are under

construction in USA and France. The NIF will be completed in September of 2008 and the

ignition will be demonstrated before the end of 2010. The nominal implosion schemes in NIF

and LMJ are radiation (indirect) drive. The direct drive scheme will be also explored in

parallel with the indirect drive. The target design predicts that the maximum gain will reach

higher than 30.

The current largest laser fusion facility in Japan is the Gekko XII laser. The Gekko XII

and the Peta Watt laser system have been operated to investigate the implosion

hydrodynamics, fast ignition, and the relativistic laser plasma interactions. Recently, a cone

shell target for fast ignition was invented by the Osaka group and irradiated with Gekko XII

and the petawatt laser (see Fig.l). The results of the cone shell target experiments

show that the imploded core plasma is efficiently heated by injecting the petawatt laser

through the cone. The thermal neutron yield is found to increase by three orders of magnitude

by the peta watt laser injection to the cone shell target(see Fig.2). According to

those experimental results and the simulation analysis, we decided to proceed to the principle

of proof experiment and started the new project which is named Fast Ignition Realization

Experiment. In the FIREX-I, a lOkJ peta watt laser is used to heat compressed DT

fuel to the ignition temperature, and in the FIREX-II, the 50kJ petawatt laser and 50kJ

blue laser for implosion will ignite a DT fuel pellet. The Laser for Fast-ignition Experiment

(LFEX) for the FIREX-I has been designed and under constraction. The lOkJ short pulse

laser consists of 4 segmented beams which are compressed by 2X2 segment dielectric

gratings. One of the critical technical issues of the FIREX-I laser is the coherent combining of

the 4 segmented beams. The laser construction will be completed and the plasma experiment

will start before 2007. High power amplification test of the LFEX will start in May 2005.

If the FIREX-II is successful for the ignition. The high average fusion out-put power will
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be demonstrated by constructing a Fast Ignition Laser Fusion Experimental Reactor before

2030. In US, the load map after the NIF project is under discussion toward developing the

inertial fusion energy.

PW for heating

300 J / O.Sps

An cone ;30 °open ap

(the picture: 60deg)

GXII for implosion

9 beams / 2.5 kJ/0.53 \im

CD sheIl;500|xm(t>/6-7Mmt

Fig. 1 Gold cone target with CD shell which was used for the fast ignition experiments.

JO
&

I
I 10°
Z

(a)

Coupling;30% A

Coupling;! 5%

10'

~5
3

C

o

z 0
2.4

Energy [MeV]
2.6

0.1
Heating Laser Power (PW)

Fig. 2 DD fusion neutron yield enhancement (a) and neutron energy spectrum (b) from

R.Kodama, etal, Nature, 2001,
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Kunioki Mima
Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University

dv ' • - • ' " ' • " • • • ' " !'""

IUPAP Energy Workshop /2004

May 13, 2004 , JAERIJokyo,Japan

Introduction; laser facilities and fast ignition

Fast ignition experiment at ILE9 Osaka UniYersity

Related relativistic laser plasma research

Integrated simulation code

FIREX projects and road map to laser fusion
reactor

Summary
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Major Imstitite^ii East Aparf^r High rowe ̂ jLaser,
^T ajid Lsfeer Fusion r *•

realistic?

° The preliminary fast ignition concept was proposed by T.YamMiaka( 1983; Internal
report) and N.Baso¥(1992; J. SOY. Laser Res.)

• Recent development of peta watt laser technology leads to realistic Fast Ignition concept
proposed by Max Tabak in 1994 (Physics of Plasmas)

1p000

TW

13

0.1

• Nctglass
• TksappHm

UC-San Diego

NTF

1990 1995 2000 2005
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Laser Fusion Facilities

fSWPETAWATTTAftGErAREA JUNE2OO2

Vulcan PW, RALS UK 2003
Go5kJ/0,5ps5 operated since 2003
Fundamental F.I. Physics
And High Field Science

NIF; National Ignition Facility
1.8MJ, 0.35 jim, 192 teams
Completion; 2009,

Ignition and burn will be
demonstrated tefore 2013

-GA Rochester,USA
Operated since 1998
30k J, 035 pm, 60 S>eams

Gain of 0.01; world record

Fast ignition concept is attractive, because a high gain is
expected by small size laser

ILE OSAKA

Fast Ignition : Processes for compression and heating are separated.

Laser Irradiation Compression ignition Burn

PW laser

Fast twatlng of eompr@ss@d fuel
to create a hot spot at its edge
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Why does fast ignition achieve high gain with small laser?

Comparison of fast ignition fuel mass with central ignition fuel mass
phrh = roughly constant for ignition^ QAg/cm2

Central Ignition
Isobaric

r c+rh~2r c

Fast Ignition;
Isochoric

Th<Tj4

Total mass of the high gain plasma Is less than 1/8.
High gain could be achieved by 2§©kJ laser driver.
Further, the high implosion uniformity requirment is not sever.

However, p = 200~300g/cc, rh = 25-47 JAIM

-—-plasma life time % = rh/cs= lOps, spark energy; Eh = 15~ 7 kj
Laser power; PL>1.0PW, Laser Intensity; I L ^ JJ20W/cm2

Critical itsies; towards fast-ignition&burn

High density isochoric
implosion

ILE OSAKA

Multi pete watt laser heating ; mechanisms and
scaling law on laser pulse energy and width

High density
compression

GEKKO-XII

Demonstration
of 600XLD

Peta Watt
ikJ ips
Demonstration
of ikeVtemp

ignition&bum

RREX-I
10kJ10ps
Heating to
ignition temp.
(5-10 keV)

HREX-II

Demonstration
of ignition

Achievement in 2002
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ILE3 Osaka has unique capability to conduct
Fast Ignition model experiment, since 1998.

GEKKO laser: 12 green
E=5kJ?t = 1-2 nsec.
Uniform irradiation for high
density compression. PW laser: 1 beam

At 1 micron.
PW laser pulse is
utilized for heating
experiment

PW Laser System Performance
IIS Osaka

The PW laser is perfectly synchronized with GXIS system. The maximum output laser
energy is 1.1 kJ with FF of 62%. The compressed pulse duration is 0.47- 0.8 ps and focusing
spot size is about 30p,n4 through a deformable mirror. PW was realized on targets with
420J and 0.5-0.8ps.

#1774 FF=62%
with a serrated aperture

#2045 % = 470 f s
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Experiments of Cone-Guide Heating of Implosion Plasmas $r

IU Osaka
The experiments was carried out with a Au-cone CD shell.
The CD shell was imploded with 9 beam of the GEKKOXII laser.

PW for heating
1 beam / 300 J !
1.053 |im/0.5ps j GXil for implosion

9 beams / 2.5 kJ/0.53 |im

1.2ns Flat Top w/RPP

Au cone
30 ° open angle (the picture: 60deg)
Thickness of the cone top: 5|*m
Distance of the cone top: 5Q|*m from the center

CD shell

By cone-guiding, heating laser can be introduced
very near to the compressed core.

Neutron speetrum by TOF ILE OSAKA

Tl» 1 keV

| :&|^'. .;•#••' 4 J % R S S ^ ^ ? 3 ' : "•":

Efficient healing with ti ̂

2.4 2.6
Energy [MeV]

!gn!t!cn Equlvalant
Laser Intensity

R. Kodama et a!. Nature 2002.
0.1 1

Heating Laser Power (PW)
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Hot spot appears to flow out toward the cone tip.

10 psec. X-ray frame Image (MIXS)

0.5
aniSimage

CH shell: 10CX)
25 ^mt, D2 0,5 atm

Laser:
35 beams
15kJ/lnsSQ
(8xlO15W/cm2)

ILE Osaka

70deg Au cone

Shiraga/FujioEca/Tanaka/Kodama
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Hot electron spectra show clear laser intensity
dependence. Au cone (30°) shows increased hot electrons
in the forward-

MliSiPi^

E=190J
1=5x10" W/cm2

!LE Osaka

Au cone

10 20 30 40 SO 60
Energy (MeV)

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Energy (MeV)

by Kazuo Tanaka

Melativistic laser - interaction, ultra high energy density electron
transport in dense plasma? and energy deposition

Ultra Intense laser propagation in coronal plasmas, for instances, hole boring, cone
laser interactions
High energy electron&ion generation through laser plasma interactions

Laser intensity; IL = 2xlO15 W/ mh
2 - l~2x 1020 W/€m2

ElectroM energy; er= (y-l)mc2,
y = [1+ (eA/mcOT2 = [1+ Ih/(2AxmlBWtem2)]m

So? e r~ 3^5 MeV near the cut off.

Beam current> 500MA
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B-field structure In the

0.01 max

• Magnetic field 8
structure

(a);Et ?atx=2
t=4t

(b), (c) ,(d) ; IB!, t=5x
t=15t, t=25x

Sentoku, Mima, P.K.Kaw, etal,
PRL,2(XB

0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8

Ignition
Laser

FI3 Code Development
Fast Ignition Integrated Interconnecting code

Implosion Laser

Au-Cone

Collective PIC
(LPI)

~2000n,

ignition laser

ALE Hydro(implosion)
104n

cr

Fokker-Planck
(deposition)

implosion laser

Radius
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Implosion simulation of a canonical CD target
(2D ALE code "PXNOCO" by Nagatomo)

0 2 2 20 p -'

m
: . : o.o3 ••'•:-;.jrAu 0 2 2 10 2031

"._ _. I |
0 0.01 1X02 B.8

. ; : • • " • • » : ' . . ' -

0.6r
Oi-
0.4
0.3
0=2
0.1
0J

1 Maximpm
1 Average
1 Minimut

.7 18 19 2.0 2.1
Time [ns]

RFP-Hydro simulations
REB was injected at inner
sur&cs cfs c-c-d com.

FP.Simulation for FIREX(Fast Ignition reaSiiatlon Experiment)

^Beam electron energy spectrum has te/o slope temperature (§00keV/2MeV)
-/ REB duration s 10ps
=> By assuming 3 0 ^ ^ beam spot and 40% coupling efficiency from laser

to REB( corresponds to 25% heating efficiency)
Heating Laser power, FLh = 1^ X n r b

2/ i j ,

ILE OSAKA

Energy fraction of
low temp. (500ke

90%
75%
50%

1E-3

1E14 1E15(i0kJ/i0p)

PL [W]

15

1*10

Energy fraction of
low temp. (500ke

__ ~!3—90%

75%
50%

1E16 1E14 1E15
PL[W]

1E16
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Burning code predicts that gain of 0.2 is achieved in FIREX-I.

FIREX-i

T~1QkeV
by 0.35PW input.
Gain - 0.2

FIREX-II

Gain ~ 8

High gaio target

Gain ~ 150

ILE OSAKA

' 3flps /.Ops SOps 60fre TOp

240jun
Mps

0.1 1 10 100
Ion temp. [keVJ

Laser fusion research is progressing toward
ignition and burn.

IREB(102°W/cm2)
FiREX-ll 1.4
IFER 1.4
Solid 2.8
Liquid 2.6

ILE OSAKA

Gain x % x TIL. > 4 ==#> Gain > 100

Solid wall reactor

GEKKO Xy
High density
compression
'88-89

100 1000
Total Driver Energy [kJ]

Liquid wall reactor .2.

S 10^

.5 10

10 10' 10
Ion temperature CK)
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FIREX : Fast Ignition Realization Experiment
ILE OSAKA

1995 -1999
- GEK'KO MSI CPA (25J, Q.4ps, 60TW)
- PWM laser (70J, 0.7ps, 100TW)

Elementary physics related to fast ignitor (laser hole boring,
super-penetration, MeV electrons, Self-guiding, Cone-guiding)

1999-2002
• PW laser (700J, 0.7ps, 1PW) 4- GEKKO XII

Heating of imploded plasma up to 1keV by cone-guiding

2003 - 2008 : FIREX-I (Phase 1)
• New heating laser (10kJ, 10ps, 1PW) + GEKKO XII

Heating of cryogenic target to 10keV

2009 - 2014 : FIREX-II (Phase 2)
• New compression laser (50kJ, 350nm) + Heating laser (50kJ, 'a Ops)

Ignition and burn, gain - 1 0

FIREX: Fast Ignition Realization Experiment

50 kJ, ft ns, 3co, 48-60 t f - A
30-50 kJ, 10-20 ps, (o

FIREX-I CD SySs a >
- FIREX-II mm^^^
- high-energy PW laser
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10-kJ PW Laser for FIREX-I (LFEX)

Road maps for laser fusion power plants
2003 ,2005 I !010 12015 |2020 2026 2030 2035

' . . • • . • ' . ? ' J ,

10 kJ Imptosio.-: SO ['J tap*
10 kJ Hee'Jng J '•

Single o":c. r ; ,

v-—i!
.^fai[is^iji?iii

200 I t i laser, fusion pulse 1 orlj, 1 Hz

High repetion laser development
100J 1kJ

DPSSL moclyfe

20 kJ Saser 1Hz

Thermal output 10?/. !\!ih
,1011/IWthJ-L

Advanced Saser dev. ;"..;? •;}•:'•J -

Fusion reactor technology (Blanket technology, Tritium technology,
reactor structural material, reactor design, safety etc.)

Electric power 100-200 MWe
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Laser Fusion Experimental Reactor (LFER)

Turbine generator !
4MWe

ILE OSAKA

^ " ^ £ ^ ' % p q ^ i - : Laser for implosion: 1OOkJ [x! ]5f£;^^^

. '-.•'• ":-'r •<'.;v:!?''"v- • • . : ••'•" '' .•'•'.i\ ' " V : " " ^ V'j-^v'.1 '"• '"•"'*:•?:" \\'- ' r~ •••'•!.".'.-'': ' *

' ' j Target injector

L! Reactor chamber | \ ] Laser for heating I OOkJ

FIREX LFER (10MJ, 1Hz) DEMO

1MJ Solid wall Liquid wall 200MJ, 3Hz

Layout ©f new HALNA10.
ILE OSAKA

Slab amplifier
8x10x240 mm
Diamond geometry
4 pass
Faraday rotator for thermal
effect compensation water

Laser Output

1053 nm
10 J, 10 Hz, 10 ns
< 5x TDL
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Summary
1LE OSAKA

1. Imploded piasma heating with a peta watt laser has been successful
in cone-shell target experiments.

• Neutron yield was enhanced by 3 orders of magnitude by
the heating of 0.4tcJ/0.5PW laser.

° Coupling efficiency of 20% from the heating laser to the core is
achieved.

2. All the experimental results on the fast ignition with the PW laser is
encouraging towards a relatively inexpensive and compact ignition
facility.

3. We have started the F1REX (Fast Ignition Realization Experiment)
project to demonstrate ignition and burn in laser fusion for the first time
in the world. A new heating laser, 10kJ/10ps is under construction as
the first phase of FiREX.

4. The FIREX lasers are required to be the national users' facility which
will be operated by NIFS.

5. As the IFE reactor technology, developments of long life & high
average power laser and chamber technology are critical issues.
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388 Muon Catalyzed Fusion (jiCF) and New Fusion Energy Research

KanetadaNAGAMINE

Institute of Materials Structure Science, KEK

Oho, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan

1. Introduction; principle of the mCF

As described in more detail in various articles [1, 2], the basic process of uCF in a D-T

mixture, as depicted in Fig.l, can be summarized as follows.

After high-energy u~ injection and stopping in a D-T mixture, either a (du) or a (tu) atom

is formed, with a probability more or less proportional to the relative concentrations of D and

T. Because of the difference in the binding energies of their atomic states between (du) and

(tu), u" in (du) undergoes a transfer reaction to t, yielding (tu), during a collision with the

surrounding t in either D-T or T2 molecule. Thus-formed (tu) reacts with D2 or DT or to form

a muonic molecule (dtu) at a rate of A^ followed by a fusion reaction occurring from a

low-lying molecular state of the (dtu) in which the distance between d and t is

sufficiently close to allow fusion to take place; a 14-MeV neutron and a 3.6-MeV a-particle

are emitted. After the fusion reaction inside the (dtu)molecule,mostoftheu~ are liberated

to participate in the second uCF cycle. There is however some small fraction of the u" which

are captured by the recoiling positively charged a. The probability of forming an (cxu)+ ion is

called the initial sticking probability, ws°. Once the (au)+ is formed, the \i~ can be stripped

from the (ctu)+ ion and liberated again. This process is called regeneration, with a

corresponding fraction R. Thus, u" in the form of either a non-stuck u~ or one regenerated

from (au)+ can participate in a second uCF cycle, leading to an effective sticking parameter,

(Ds[ O)s ~ ( 1 - R ) (JQS .

2. Present Status of Basic Understandings of the |iCF

Recently, after 2000, several unexpected phenomenon were discovered experimentally,

which have stimulated theoretical studies. Distinguished examples are as follows. More

detailed descriptions can be found in recent review articles [1,2].

i) The systemic studies on uCF cycling rate in a high-density D-T mixture

resulted in an existence of a triple collision effect in Xdtm even in a high density solid

D-T [3].

ii) Anomalous u~ regeneration from the stuck (du)+ after the uCF in condensed D-T

mixture was discovered suggesting an enhanced R and reduced cas in high-

temperature condensed D-T [3].

iii) Sensitive dependence of (ddu) molecular formation on the ortho/para-state
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controlled D2 was discovered [4,5], suggesting an enhanced Xdtm in D-T mixture

3. Conclusion; Future perspectives

Bases up on the above-mentioned recent progress, a more clear future is now seen for the

uCF contribution to fusion energy.

a) Towards a realization of break-even

By using high-temperature and high-density T2 and para-D2 mixture, one can expect

enhanced A-dtm (up to 800 us"1) and reduced a)s (down to essentially zero) producing more than

1,000 fusion/u" which is substantially larger than the scientific break-even of 300 fusion/a".

b) Realization of kW uCF fusion reactor

As described [2], kW energy production can be realized by using MW hadronaccelerator

which is now under construction in both USA and Japan. By demonstrating a

realization of a quiet and controlled nuclear fusion reaction, it will contribute to the public

understanding of fusion energy.

c) ITER and uCF

Although scientific communications so far are very much limited, there should be

contributions of the uCF to the development of ITER, and vice-versa. Considering the

present status of uCF studies, one might expect a contribution to fusion energy development.

Distinguished examples can be summarized as follows: 1) Materials development for the first

wall of the fusion reactor - a high flux of 14 MeV neutrons from the uCF can be used; 2) A

tritium production facility can be realized by using high spatial density nature of the uCF; 3)

Contribution to the studies of the plasma instability due to alpha-heating by using the |uCF

beside the ITER.
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What is a muon ?
Muon is an ©tementary particle first found in the cosmic ray in 1937. Uuon is now
produced in large numbers by using accelerators.

Charge Spin Mass Lifetime

ft~ - l W2 106 MeV (20? x Electron} 2.2. ^s

Structureless (point-like) particle and interacts mainiy electromagneticaliy with atoms
In matters

Pion (u) production by accelerated beam

Muon (p) production by J^I decay
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Nuclear Fusion at Short Distance
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Muon Cost
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Qualitatively Following Theoretical Predictions
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1. Needs of Further Experimental Studies
D-T fiCF with Ortho D2

W, R Studies in High-Temperature Solid D-T

2. Needs of Theoretical Understandings
Interation of energetic (ap)+ with Condenced D-T
(dtp,) Formation in Condensed D-T

PROBLEM! SOLVED

— Towards Higher Energy Production —

V

t,^j!k,if::-Jn..'^,-..^..,,f,,:.^j..£k,j,--ji/^

1. Decreasing Alpha Sticking Probability
— Reducing W (Total Sticking)
— Increasing R (p' Regeneration from (ocp)+)

Expected from "Condensed-Matter-Effect"
Found at RIKEN-RAL

R:0.1 - • 0.4 @5K ->
(P.R.L 90(2003)043401 -1)
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Close to Break-Even "Pressurized Solid or Condensed D-T"

2. Increasing (dtp) Formation Rate
Use of Para D2 and
Following Theoretical Prediction
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14 MeV uCF NEUTRON SOURCE

FNEA-MUCATEX-PSI Collaboration

Source Type/
References

IFMIF
(Extrapolated)

SNS

Muon-catalyzed fusion
neutron source (A)
Xc = 100

Muon-catalyzed fusion
neutron source (B)
Xc = I00

Reaction
Eheam

d -* Li
3SMeV

p -> Pb
0.6 GeV

d -» Li
1.6 MeV

0-deg
geometry

d - • Ls
l^MeV

180-deg
geometry

Ace.
Current

Beam
Power

500 mA
18 MW

6 mA
3.6 MW

liraA
16 MW

1 mA
1.6 MW

12 mA
18 MW

14-MeV
Neutorn
Intensity

(n/s)

5X1016

9X1017

1 X I©17

2X1O1S

0 5 to I X 1 0 "

Test Surface
(cm2)

gX5

4S

9400 (5 T)
R X L = 3§X20

200© (10 T)
E X L = 1 0 X 3 0

2000(5 T)
RXL = 8X40

800 (10 T)
RXL = 5X25

14-MeV
Neutron
Fluxes

(n/cm2-s)

5X1015

SX1014

2X1016

(all energies)

1X1O1S

1X1012

2 5 t o 5 X 1 0 l s

1XI014

Damage
(dpa/y)

500
50

320

1

0.1

2 5 to 5

10

Remarks
QnEn

5 to 32 MeV
Strongly divergent

En < 14 MeV
(4- high-energy tail)

14 MeV

14 MeV
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1. Realization of Break-Even and fiCF Power Plant

2. Use of fiCF Cycle for Hybrid Reactor
with Accelerator Breeder

3. Application to 14 MeV Neutron Inadiation Facility
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ft |iCF is still Fundamental Physics Research
Few Body Quantum Physics
Exotic Atom in Condensed-Matter
etc.
etc.

ft JLICF is at the Edge of Break-Even; Enthusiasm for
Young Scientists

New Discovery —> Energy Application

ft Ready to juCF-Application to Fusion Energy; Needs
Plant Design & Funding from fusion Community

Hybrid Reactor
14 MeV Neutron Source
T Production

ft Progress along with High-Intensity Accelerator
for n-Source, v-Factory, \i+\x~ Colliders

J-PARC, etc.
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3.9 Transmutation of Radioactive Waste by Accelerator Driven
Subcritical System

Hiroyuki Oigawa,
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI)

oigawa@omega.tokai j aeri .go.jp

ABSTRACT

Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T) Technology in Japan
Steady implementation of High Level Waste (HLW) disposal is one of the most

important issues for sustainable utilization of nuclear energy. The long-term radio-toxicity
of the HLW is mainly dominated by the minor actinides (MA) such as Np and Am. The P&T
technology is aiming at the reduction of the radio-toxicity by transmuting MA and other long-
lived fission products so that the environmental burden of HLW can be lowered. Japanese
Government has been promoting the research and development (R&D) of the P&T
technology under the OMEGA program since 1988.

Accelerator-Driven Transmutation System (ADS') Proposed by JAERI
JAERI is devoting to the R&D of the dedicated transmutation cycle concept, called

"Double-Strata", which aims at efficient incineration of MA by fission reactions. In this
concept, the ADS loaded with MA nitride fuel is considered as the most powerful tool for
transmutation because such dedicated fuel cannot be loaded in critical nuclear reactors for
safety reasons. The ADS plant proposed by JAERI is an 800MWth subcritical reactorwith
an effective multiplication factor {keff) of0.97 driven by a superconducting linear accelerator
(SC-LINAC) with the beam power of 20-30MW. Lead-bismuth (Pb-Bi) eutectic is
considered as the most promising candidate of the liquid metal spallation target and the
core coolant. The nitride fuel irradiated in the ADS is reprocessed by pyrochemical process
followed by re-fabrication. By using such an ADS system, 250kg of MA can be transmuted
per year through fission reactions, which corresponds to the amount of MA produced in ten
plants of LWRs with lGWe.

Transmutation Experimental Facility (TEF) in the Framework of High-Intensity Proton
Accelerator Project: J-PARC

To realize the ADS, variety of R&D activities are necessary in the fields of the proton
accelerator, the spallation target, the sybcritical reactor, and the dedicated fuel cycle. As a
near-future plan to study and evaluate the feasibility of ADS from physics and technological
aspects, the Transmutation Experimental Facility (TEF) is proposed under a framework of the
J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex) project. The TEF consists of two
buildings: the Transmutation Physics Experimental Facility (TEF-P) and the ADS Target Test
Facility (TEF-T). TEF-P is a table-split type critical facility which can be operated with a
low power proton beam (10W - 600MeV) to research the reactor physics and the
controllability of ADS. The TEF-T is a material irradiation facility which can accept a
maximum 200kW - 600MeV proton beam into the spallation target of Pb-Bi eutectic.
JAERI plans to start the construction of TEF around 2007.

Other R&D Activities in JAERI and in Japan
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In addition to the development of TEF, JAERI is performing various R&D on the ADS
and P&T technology. As to the accelerator, a prototype cryomodule for SC-LINAC is
fabricating. As to the Pb-Bi spallation target / coolant technology, compatibility with
structural material, thermal hydraulics and polonium behavior are being studied by
collaborating with several institutes and universities. A Pb-Bi test loop was installed in 2001
and continuous operation for 6000hr was successfully achieved with maximum temperature
of 450°C. As to the subcritical reactor physics and engineering, critical experiment at the
Fast Critical Assembly (FCA) is under way. The Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library
(JENDL-3.3) was submitted including MA data which are important for the ADS design.
The high energy data are also prepared. To study the feasibility of the ADS from
engineering viewpoints, structural analysis is under way for various components of ADS.

As for the dedicated fuel, MA nitride fuel fabrication and reprocessing are studied
experimentally. As for partitioning process and waste disposal, development of high
performance extract agent and proposal of advanced disposal scheme are being studied.

The various R&D activities for ADS are also active in several universities in Japan.
Kyoto University, for example, started an experimental program using critical assembly
(thermal neutron) coupled with a proton accelerator. Some Pb-Bi test loops are operated in
universities and private companies, though they are not only for ADS but for steam generator
or coolant of fast reactors. Nuclear data for MA and FP, and high energy data are measured
by several universities and institutes.

Worldwide Activities on ADS
In Europe, variety of activities on the ADS and the P&T technology are under way. The

MEGAPEE project is an international framework aiming at the demonstration of MW-class
Pb-Bi spallation target by using the SINQ facility in PSI, Switzerland. The MUSE program
is a reactor physics experiment for the subcritical configuration by coupling the MASURCA
facility with DT neutron source. In the field of nuclear data, the HINDAS program and the
n_TOF program are noteworthy for the high-energy data and the MA data, respectively. The
TRADE program is aiming at the demonstration of the ADS concept with considerable power
more than 100 kW by coupling an existing TRIGA-type reactor with a proton accelerator.
As the next step, the Experimental ADS, called XADS, is being considered.

In the United States, the R&D program on the ADS and the P&T technology transferred
from ATW and AAA to AFCI. The present AFCI (Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative) is aiming
at the increase of the capacity of final repository site, and LANL and several universities
mainly promote various R&D activities on ADS.

In Korea, the design study of the ADS called HYPER is under way and the related R&D
are going.

Prospects for Physics in terms of Transmutation of Nuclear Waste
Three kinds of contributions from physics are expected. The first one is to deal with

practical tasks for current issues such as accelerator, nuclear data, high energy physics,
spallation reaction, high-efficiency separation method, and isotope separation technique.
The second category is to propose new concepts for breakthrough of fission energy system
including the energy production systems as well as the transmutation. The third category is
to create innovative or revolutionary methods of separation, transmutation, and waste disposal
for the future generations. For example, change of half-life, control of fission and/or
spallation products, control of fission cross section, etc.
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Concluding Remarks
The R&D activities in the world for ADS are quite active, especially in Europe, where

the synergy between the nuclear physics and the nuclear engineering seems to be going well.
International collaborations are important in this area, because the ADS consists of many
fields of science and engineering, and therefore it is difficult for one nation to accomplish the
development of whole systems independently.

It must be an obligation for developed counties to prepare safe, clean, economical, and
reliable energy sources for developing countries. Physics can play various important roles
for the realization of P&T technology to reduce the long-lived radioactive waste discharged
from nuclear energy.
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Contents

> Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T) Technology in Japan

> Accelerator-Driven Transmutation System (ADS) Proposed by JAERi

> Transmutation Experimental Facility (TEF) in the Framework of High-

Intensity Proton Accelerator Project: J-PARC

> Other R&D Activities in JAERI and in Japan

> Worldwide Activities on ADS

> Prospects for Physics in terms of Transmutation of Nuclear Waste
5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 1/27

Recovered U,Pu : 760 fly I p&T technology

^ Rokkasho reprocessing plant will start 2006.

s Nomination of geological disposal site has started since 2002.

> Steady implementation of High Level Waste (HLW) disposal is one
of the most important issues for sustainable utilization of
nuclear energy.

> Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T) will be a key technology to
reduce the environmental burden of HLW.

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 2/27
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10' 10'101 102 103 104 105 10e

Time after reprocessing (year)

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy

- Earlier than 100y:
dominated by FP

-Later than 100y:
dominated by MA

Minor Actinide (MA):
Np, Am, Cm

Half life: Sr-90 = 28y
Gs-137 = 30y
Np-237 = 2.1X106y
Am-241 = 433y
Am-243 = 7370y

^Long-term risk can be
reduced by incinerating

3/27

Natural Uranium (5 ton)

90% Transmutation
for MA and LLFP

100% Transmutation

100% Transmutation
for MA and LLFP _ \

ID0 1D1 1D2 103 104 ID5 ID6 107

Time atter reprocessing (Year)

reduced by2'orders. •

if 99,5% transmutation is
achieved.

The time period to reduce
the radio-toxicity below
the level of natural • •
uranium used as raw
material; . . . • '

MA : Minor Actinide, LLFP : Long-Lived Fission Product

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 4127
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>|n Japan, Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T) is" mainly studied at 3
institutes: • "' : -

>. JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research institute) • • _ \' >,-
> JNC (Japan Nuclear Cycle Development institute) •'• . . • .>.:

- > . CRIEPi (Cental; i f search Institute of Eie^rjB Power Industry)"/

>JAERI is studying P&T technology using Accelerator Driven Subcritical
System (ADS) and dedicated transmutation fuel cycle.

>JNC and CRIEPI are studying P&T technology using critical fast reactor
cycle. Their activities are now organized as the "Feasibility Studies on
Commercialized FR Cycle System".

>These activities have been promoted as "OMEGA Program" since 1989.
Japan has lead the R&D on P&T technology in the world.

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy bill

• To transmute MA effectively, fission reactions of MA in fast neutron
system fueled with high MA content is desirable.

i Fast "critical" reactor (FR) with high MA content is the most effective
"burner" of MA from above viewpoint.

E Operation of such a "critical burner reactor" is, however, not easy
because of

S Small delayed neutron fraction
^ Large positive reactivity effect by coolant void
S Small negative reactivity feedback by Doppler effect

• To overcome these problems, two methods are conceivable:
*v* To make the core subcritical -* ADS
^ To reduce the MA concentration and add U-238

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 6/27
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High-intensity proton accelerator

To grid
To accelerator

Electricity
generation
250MWe

-High-intensity proton beam makes enormous neutrons by
spaliation reaction (—30neutrons/proton).

-Spoliation neutrons cause fission of MA.
-A fission reaction of MA produces a few neutrons.
-Fission neutrons also cause fission of MA (chain reaction)

keff*: Effective multiplication factor (1^=1 at critical)

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy

Proton beam
Energy: 0.6-1.5GeV
Current: 20-30mA

^pailation target

MA subcritical core
kQff*: about 0.95
Power: 800MWth

7/27

Reprocessing
Rokkasho: 800t/y

MA: Minor Actinides
FP: Fission Products

After appropriate
cooling, compact

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 8127
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Proton beam : 1.5GeV 22 - 30MW

Spallation target: Pb-Bi

Coolant: Pb-Bi

Subcriticatity: keff=0.95

Thermal output: 800yWt

Core height: 1000mm

Core diameter: 2440mm

MA initial inventory : 2.5t

Fuel composition :

(60%MA + 40%Pu) Mono-nitride

Transmutation rate:

10%MA / Year (10 units of LWR)

5/13/2004
Core support

Workshop on Energy 9/27

• Design study on reactor 1
vessel, beam ducts quake*
proof structure, etc. J

'Simulation of various
scenario for PT including
waste management scheme

R&D of Superconducting LIN AC
• Construction ofJ-PARC accelerator

^Experiments in existing
facilities and analyses

• Construction of TEF-P in

QfPb°Bi technology
• Construction ofTEF-Tin

i J-PARC Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex
I TEF-P :Transmutation Physics Experimental Facility
L IHf °T :A?? Target Test Facility /27
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'ex

Nuclear Physics Facility
3 GeV Synchrotron • ':

50 GeV Synchrotron

5/13/2004

": ' . ':". /.Vv "'"'• *>i] Neutrino Facility I : ; ' : -^?-' ; : :^C"
• ;" -.-, - v " -.-;•••-'- • :•:-.' — - -~T-7— -r^~^^£i£j :^- 'T':;•'• '

Workshop on Energy 11/27

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 12/27
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: Critical Assembly
Purpose (1)Neutronics of subcritical core driven by spallation netrtron

(2)Control of accelerator-driven hybrid system
(3)Transmutation characteristics of MA and LLFP

Maximum fission power: ~ 500W
Proton beam power : - 10W (1.5 X 1012 Neutrons/s by 600MeV proton)

Purpose (I)lrradiation damage of material by protons and neutrons
(2)CompatibiIity of material with flowing liquid metal under irradiation
(3)Operation and control of liquid metal spaSlation target system

Proton beam power : 200kW (600MeV)
Beam density : ~ 30pA/cm2 (~1Qdpa / year)

v Maximum Pb-Bi temp. : - 450 °C
5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 13/27

^Proton Accelerator
••Development of superconducting LSNAC

i^Pb-Bi Spallation Target and Coolant
sMateria! compatibility Thermal- hydraulics
•Po management Eradiation damage

^rSubcritscal Reactor Physics and Engineering
•Critical experiment at FCA Nuclear data file: JENDL
^Feasibility study from engineering aspects

• These R&D$ sir? collaborated with KEK, JNC, Hokkaido-IJf,ToliokJ-tJt,
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Nagoya-U, KypiorU, and private companies^

^^

^•Development of High Performance Extract Agent and Inys
Advanced Qisposa! Scheme .,. ;,,„•. „.,. ^ . , . . , , , - „•• ..- - /'..'•

me. 14/27~~-:5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy
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MA nitrides : NpN, ArnN,
(Np,Pu)N , (Pu,Cm)N,
(PupZr)N, PuN+TiN have
been prepared by
carbothermic reduction.

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 15127

• Kyoto University:

• Experimental program for coupling of critical assembly (thermal neutron)
and proton beam started in 2002.

' Accelerator-Driven SubcriticaS Reactor ss planned not only for
transmutation but also for energy production and thorium utilization.

• Tohoku University:

• Conceptual design of ADS for transmutation is studied.

• Tokyo Institute of Technology (TIT):

• Optimization of spoliation target is studied.

• Nagoya University:

• Measurement method for subcriticality of ADS is studied.
• Pb-Bi (not only for ADS but also for steam generator or coolant of FR):

- Mitsui E&S, TIT, Osaka Univ., CRIEPI
© Nuclear Data :

• Several universities and institutes measure MA data, FP data and high
energy data

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 16/27
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mt.

Transmutation Plant 0
eam , SOOMWth

Transmutes MA from 10LWRs

Demonstrates ADS performance

2000

5/13/2004

2020

Workshop on Energy

2030

17/27

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 18/27
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Megawatt Pilot Experiment

Participants:
EU: Swiss (PSI), France (CEA, CNRS),

Germany (FZK), Italy (ENEA),
Belgium (SCK-CEN)

Others: Japan (JAERI), USA(DOE),
Korea (KAERI)

Pyrpose:
To demonstrate feasibility of Pb-Bi
spallation target with 600MeV, 1MW
proton beam in 2006.

SINQ facility on PSIS Switzerland

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 19/27

QMUSE(CEA ? France)
- A DT neutron source was installed at fast critical facility MASURCA.

- Various parameters such as power distribution and keff at subcritical
states are measured.

B Nuclear data
- "HINDAS": High energy data development at various institutes in EU.

- "n_TOF": MA and FP data measurement at CERN.

H TRADE (Italy, France, * • *)
- An existing TRIGA reactor is coupled with a cyclotron.

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 20/27
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• Accelerator: 115MeV, 100-200kW, Cyclotron
• Target: Water-cooled Tungsten, etc.
• Core : keff = 0.90 - 0.99 , 200kWth
• Schedule : 2004 - 2006: construction, 2007 : operation
• Participants : ENEA, CEA, DOE, FZK

TKEOft PtZftCTOR BUD-OmC ACCELERATOR BUILDINE

Conceptual layout of TRADE project B e o a s G ? B

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 21/27

XADS (Experimental ADS) promoted by EU
- MOX fueled ADS with 100MWth.
- Aiming at demonstration of ADS technology and fuel

irradiation.
- Various types are under consideration.

MYRRHA in Belgium
- 30MWth ADS cooled by Pb-Bi.
- Windowless-type target is investigated.

Various R&D programs are under way in parallel
Nuclear data, Reactor physics, Pb-Bi and material,
Fuel, Separation, Reprocessing, Accelerator,

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 22/27
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Ti

>Pb-Bi cooled ADS
> Natural convection enhanced by gas

is

Reactor core
Fuel elements
Grid
Riser pipes
Inner vessel
Reactor vessel &rf)
Saf ely vesseJ
Reactor roof
Reactor vessel support
Rotating plug
Above core structure
Above core structure t>wer)
Target unit
Heat exchanger
Transfer machine
Transfer machine gripper
Rotor lift machine
Gas injection pipe
Access for ISI
Reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system
Metallic thermal insulation

5/13/2004

g a Heat insulator

- Concept of XADS designed in Italy
Workshop on Energy 23/27

m
(Accelerator Transmutation of Waste)

APT (Acclerator Production of Tritium)
are combined to

AAA (Advanced Accelerator Applications)

Now AFCi (Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative) is launched
aiming at the increase of the capacity of final repository
site.
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and several
universities mainly promote various R&D activities.

Korea has a project called HYPER to transmute Pu+MA.

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 24/27
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tsnsmufi&tsott ofMuclesr

1. Practical tasks for current issues
• For ADS: Accelerator, Nuclear data, High energy physics, Spoliation

reaction, etc.
• For Separation: High-efficiency separation method, Isotope

separation technique (N-15, Cs-135, etc.)

2. Proposal of new concepts for breakthrough of fission energy
system
• Not only for transmutation but also for energy production, such as

Energy Amplifier by Prof. C. Rubbia.

3. Innovative or revolutionary methods of separation, transmutation,
and waste disposal for future generations
• Change of half-life, Control of fission and/or spallation products,

Control of fission cross section, etc.

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 25/27

>R&D on ADS is under way as the dedicated transmutation system
for the reduction of long-lived radioactive waste.

>Concept of 800MWth plant is being studied.

>New experimental facility, TEF, is proposed in the J-PARC project.

B TEF-P (Transmutation Physics Experimental Facility)

E TEF-T (ADS Target Test Facility)

>The R&D activities in the world for ADS is quite active, especially in
Europe, where the synergy between the nuclear physics and the
nuclear engineering seems to be going well.

>International collaborations are important in this area, because ADS
consists of many fields of science and engineering, and therefore it is
difficult for one nation to accomplish the development of whole
systems independently.

5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 26/27
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>When we held an international symposium on ADS in 2003,
a scientist from Vietnam said:

"We would like to start the utilization of nuclear power,
but we are anxious about two issues: one is the safety
of the nuclear reactors and the other is the waste .
management"

>lt must be an obligation for developed counties to prepare
safe, clean, cheep, and reliable energy sources for
developing countries.

>l believe that physics can play various important roles for
the realization of Partitioning and Transmutation technology
to reduce the long-lived radioactive waste discharged from
nuclear energy.
5/13/2004 Workshop on Energy 27/27
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3.10 Research and Development on Hydrogen Production with HTTR

Masuro OGAWA

Department of Advanced Nuclear Heat Technology

Oarai Research Establishment

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

In the presentation, amount of hydrogen demand in Japan, methods of hydrogen production

and theoretical efficiency of hydrogen production were explained as introduction. Then, the

present status of research and development in HTTR (High Temperature Engineering Test

Reactor) project of JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute) was presented, mainly on

hydrogen production.

In utilization of hydrogen aiming at global environment conservation, amount of hydrogen

demand in Japan and existing and future methods of hydrogen production are outlined. Main

existing methods are electrolysis and methane steam reforming as known well. In the steam

reforming, CO2 is emitted to the environment because methane is used as raw material and fossil

fuel is burned to supply heat energy to decomposition of methane and water. On the other hand,

since electricity is the secondary energy, hydrogen cost in electrolysis is not inexpensive except

at the area having rich natural energy, especially hydropower such as Canada and Egypt. It is

said that in 2020 to 2030, an ear of mass assumption of hydrogen will come to Japan. Hydrogen

will be produced with nuclear, coal or natural energy without emission of CO2. In connection

with hydrogen economy, it was also described that theoretical efficiency of hydrogen production

with water depends on only temperature of heat source with high temperature as same as Carnot

cycle, but the equation of the theoretical efficiency is different from that of the Carnot cycle.

Accordingly, a High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (HTGR) is one of the most promising

candidates to produce hydrogen with high efficiency.

High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) and thermochemical IS process to

produce hydrogen with HTGR are mainly explained in HTTR Project. The HTTR project

consists of three subjects; development of reactor technology, hydrogen production technology

and system integration technology to connect a chemical process to a reactor. The HTTR,

which is one of the Generation IV nuclear systems, namely an advanced HTGR different from

HTGRs developed in U.S.A and Germany in 1960 to 1990, is the first HTGR in Japan with

thermal power of 30MW and the maximum coolant temperature of 950 C. The first criticality

and a full power operation in HTTR were attained in 1998 and 2001, respectively. Safety

demonstration tests are being carried out to verify analysis computer codes and to accumulate

data for commercial HTGR plants.

Hydrogen can be produced with water at less than 900 C by using IS process, although heat

with very high temperatures grater than 4000 C has to be supplied to produce hydrogen with
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pyrolysis. In the development of the IS process, a bench-scaled test is being carried out since

2000 and continuous hydrogen production was successfully achieved at the hydrogen production

rate of 32 litter per hour from 2003 to 2004 for the first time in the world. In parallel, materials

with resistance for sulfuric acid at high temperature and components for high efficiency have

been developed. On the basis of these results, a pilot test is planed to start from 2005 as the

next step of the bench-scaled test. After the pilot test, a demonstration test in a HTTR IS

system will be performed from 2010 to 2015, aiming at commercial HTGR hydrogen plants for

massive market of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles in around 2020s.

JAERI is a pioneer in the field of hydrogen production with water and HTGR. U.S.A and

France have just started research and development of HTGR and IS process for hydrogen

production. Cooperation of research and development on HTGR and hydrogen production is

being discussed in the Generation-IV International Forum in which ten countries and one

organization such as Japan, U.S.A, France, Great Britain, Canada and so forth are taking part.
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Masuro OGAWA

Department of Advanced Nuclear Heat Technology,
Japan Atomic Energy Research institute (JAERI),

Oarai, Ibaraki, 311-1394, Japan

WORKSHOP ON ENERGY
May 13, 2004, Tokyo, JAPAN

Present study is entrusted from Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan

1 HYDROGEN
(1) Amount of Hydrogen

(2) Methods of Hydrogen Production
(3) Theoretical Efficiency

2. HTTR PROJECT IN JAERI
(1) High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR)

(2) Thermochemical SS Process

(3) JAERI's Plan of HTTR Project

(4) High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (HTGR) Projects
in The World

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
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So far, hydrogen is being used as raw material
of chemical products such as nitrogenous fertilizer.

Hydrogen will be used as clean, energy in the near future!
2H2 +O2 -> 2H2O + Energy

• Fuel cell: generate electricity with hydrogen as fuel
• Fuel cell vehicle: A kind of electric vehicle
• Fuel cell for household, business: co-generate

electricity and heat

Fuel cell for household, business Hydrogen station Fuel cell vehicle

1.(1) Amount of Hydrogen

Target for introduction of fuel cell vehicles to market in Japan

(Gm3/year)

c

o 40

20

0

1 fuel cell for household and business
• fuel cell vehicle (FCV)

2000 2010 2020

ft To supply hydrogen to the
5 million FCVs, for example,
several High Temperature
Gas-cooled Reactors
(HTGRs) are necessary.

' Thermal power; 600MW

Rate of operation; 90%

_ Thermal efficiency; 55%

5 million FCVs are about
only 7% of all cars in Japan.

ft A large quantity of hydrogen
will be consumed in the near
future.
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Scarcely hydrogen exists in the nature. -> Hydrogen must be produced
with raw material and energy.

— Materials — •• — — _ _ _

Water
H2O

Fossil fuel
CHn

(Natural gas,
Oil, Coal)

Method Material/Energy Merit Subject Cost of K,

Steam
/ Fossil fuel

3

(St@am ̂ forming,
Electrolysis)

on business

Exhaustless

High cost of
electricity, Potable

2.5

•,::(

Ash disposal

Radioactive waste,
High efficiency

Material, Potable

1.8-2.5

1.5

4 ^ 7 (3)

Reference: (1) JAERI-Review 2001-006 2001. (2) A. SteinfekJ, IEA Renewable Energy Working Party seminar,
2003.3, (3) WE-NET,Report of Result of Taski in FY 2000, 2001.3.

* 1 : The cost becomes 2.2 if cost of sequestration of CO2 is included.
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H 2 _ A H
_ T

1 H I

js--higher

AH H2

j AG<0: Spontaneous
progress

Td| ^**» Temperature fC)
(=4309 K)

H Enthalpy
G F r ^ energy
S Entropy

> Electrolysis Electricity

electrolysis
process

Two steps

Heat source
^ ^ ^ 0.9

f

0.9

0.9x0.9=0.81

is Heat

Thermochemicai process at T<4309K Hea t

Direct pyrolysis at T>4309K
0.9 !

en
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T T TAH ~ AL £H

AH, H T -T
AH

In AtO-AH^-TJ In A[0-AHr

_Td-TL AGL =TH-TL

Td
 ? AH,H- H

^ A G H 2 AH H 2 =AH 1 +AH 2

^ T T L T H ^ \ G 1 Temperature (K) Td
AH,

+ AH 1 ;Endothermic
^ AO -» A -̂  1/2O2 + AH 2 ; Exothermic

H2O H2 + 1/2O2 -f A H H 2 ;Endothermic

Hydrogen Production with

Demand of a large quantity of hydrogen in the near future

^ ^ ^ Nuclear power can meet the demand.

Higher efficiency (economy) due to higher temperature

High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactors (HTGRs)
can supply the high temperature heat.

Energy security

Hydrogen production with
- HTGR

•0 -/vr-5Oflt--/r*0QQ
Coolant- temperature .Jfel

- Fossil fuel with CO2 sequestration
- Natural energy
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Wind mill

System integration

'*", 3-3yc!rogen Production Process

o Dec. 2001: 30MW,850t:
©Apr. 2004: 9501C
c Safety demonstration tests

: underway
• Isolation valve test

:underway

HTTR system integration test: planned

Technology
Bench-scaled facility

on IS process

I :r " l l f i f ]

©Stepi: Laboratory scale
: completed

•Step2: Bench scale
: underway

•Step3: Pilot scale : planned
®Step4: HTTR Connection

: planned
10
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First criticality . : 1998

Full power operation : 2001

Safety demonstration test : 2002

High temperature
operation (950^) : 2004

n

1960 1970 1980

E^eri-
mental
Reactor

1990 2000

A¥R (Germany) t&fflfe ^-aajt;

Past HTGR Systems,
* Coolant temperature;

Steam turbine -> Low efficiency
• Large-size HTGR

•eneration IV Systems
Small-size, Modular
Coolant temperature; 950^
Gas turbine -> High efficiency
Simplified system

12
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f?^t-i-^ fe
•;i;;:s";$5""WJ.'^ Heat too c

S (Sulfur)
Circulation

2H1 ~>H2+I2
H2S04->1/202

+SO2+H2O

I2+SO2+2H2O
+ ->2HI+H2SQ4

13

Result and Plan (JAERI's Proposal)

Continuous hydrogen production was
successfully achieved at the hydrogen
production rate of 32 NL/h for 20 hours.

CO
•o

CD
LL

Amount of produced H2
o Amount of produced 02
A Amountr of feed water

10 15
Time [h]

20 25

Commercialization Hydrogen rate
(rrf/h)

ml

1000 H i

30

(FY 2000-2004)

!—J

Completion of hydrogen 0.03
production (Dec. 2003)

Lab-scaled sest

Verification of
Theory 1997)

0.001

14
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Hydrogen production rate: 0.05 m3/h -> 30 m3/h
Materials: Glass -> Engineering materials

0.1 MPa -> 3MPa
Codes, Chemical'reactor, •,
Material data, High efficiency

880°C
4MPa

He
Circulator

H2SO4

Decomposer

H2SO4

Vaporizer

Water
Cooler O2 H:?O

26 Kg,-h
H 2 : 3 0 Nm3 /h

Condenser

II
^Decomposer

450°C

He Circulation Loop
(existing facility)

H2SO4
Coocentrator LL Electrodialyser

Separator

Distillation
column

15

2. (3) JAERI's Plan of HTTR Project

2000-2010 2010 2030

• Safety demonstration test
• Operation, Maintenance,"

Characteristic tests ' • .

Hydrogen Production

B Bench-scaled
m Pilot test (2005-)
K Component tests
B System analysis,

Verification of codes.

Commercial

System

16
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2. (4) HTGR Projects In The V/ori-J

j-ii ll I! [f\

£'"''J' '

• \ ^ . :•>." '~^.?r' ^*-~

^-^oa'^iicre Ga

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Facility of IS process

17

Hydrogen production with HTTR

• HTTR operation and test
n IS process for hydrogen Production

18
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for Energy Applications
Sfain-fcM ORIMO and Yuko NAKAMOMI

Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, 2-1-1 Katahira Sendai 980-8577, JAPAN

Introduction

The hydrogen storage material is one of the important
key issues for realizing the environment-friendly
hydrogen energy system. Recently, considerable
attention has been paid to Li-based complex hydrides for
hydrogen storage1" . For example, LiBH/ and LiNH2 + 2
LiH5 can store 13.8 and 10.4 mass% of hydrogen as
follows, respectively.

Experimental

L1BH4 LiH + B + 2/3 H2 (1)

LiNH2 + 2 LiH Li2NH + LiH + H2

Li3N + 2H2 (2)

(1) LiBH4 (2)LiNH2

Fig. 1. Atomistic structures of (1) L1BH4 and (2)
LiNH2.

The atomistic structures of LiBHLi and LiNH2 are shown
in Fig. 1. The reported dehydriding temperatures, e.g.,
mainly above 573 K with SiO2 as catalyst for LiBEU4 and
550 K LiNH2 + 2 LiH6 are still higher than desired,
especially for the polymer electrode fuel cell, which is
typically below 373 K. Therefore, the destabilization of
L1BH4 and LiNH2 to decrease the hydrogen desorption
temperature is an important research direction. In this
report, first, correlation between B-H atomistic vibrations
in [BH4] '-anion and melting temperatures of MBH4 (M =
Li, Na, and K) as an index of hydrogen desorption
(decomposition) temperature were clarified to explain the
effect of the cation for decrease the hydrogen desorption
temperature. Next, as an example, hydrogen desorption
properties of LiNH2 with/without the cation substitution
are investigated.

,, NaBH4 and KBH4 with 99.9 % - 99.999 %-
purities were purchased from Aldrich Co. LTD. LiNH2

(with precipitated 2LiH) and its cation substitution
samples were synthesized by solid-gas reactions, as
follows. First, mixtures of Li and Mg powders (both
with 99.9% purity) were heat-treated in argon to
prepare Li-x at% Mg alloys (x = 0, 10, and 30).
Subsequently, the alloys were nitrogenated
(99.99995 %-purity) under 0.1 MPa at 833 K for 1 h,
then, hydrogenated (99.99999 %-purity) under 35 MPa
at 573-623 K for 2 h.

Crystal structure, atomistic vibrations, melting
temperature and hydrogen desorption reactions were
examined by powder X-ray diffraction (Rigaku
Rint2000, Cu-Ka), in-situ Raman spectroscopy
(Nicolet, Almega-HD with color-CCD, 532 nm-laser
with back scattering geometry), differential scanning
calorimetry (Bruker-AXS, PDSC 3100S, heating with
10 K/min) and thermal desorption spectroscopy (gas-
chromatograph GL Science, GC323, heating with 10
K/min). The samples were always handled in the glove
box filled with purified argon (dew point below 183 K)
without exposing air before and during the
measurements.

1400

1300

1200

E

g

2300

2200
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-
©
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-

f • ^
•

v, In ref [7]
v2ilnref[7]

A

A *

° O "

-

° o

A A

_

• Tm

7 Im In rat [8]
A ralnref[8]-

M= Li Na K Rb Cs
MBH4

Fig. 2. Summary of B-H atomistic vibrations V\,
v2, melting temperature Tm and hydrogen
desorption temperaturerd for MBH4.
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Results and Discussion Conclusion

The B-H atomistic vibrations v\ and v2, melting
temperature Tm, and hydrogen desorption temperature T&
are investigated and summarized in Fig. 2. We can see
the decrease of V\ and v2 in the order of L1BH4 > NaBRj >
KBH4 > RbBH4 [7] > CsBH4 [7], except for vx of LiBJI,
with the less-density orthorhombic structure. On the other
hand, melting and hydrogen desorption temperatures
decrease in the opposite order.

From above results, partial cation substitutions using
smaller sized- and/or higher valenced-cations with higher
electronegativities are speculated to provide higher
energy modes in Raman spectra, and then, lower
hydrogen desorption (decomposition) temperatures in
MBtt, and A#JH2 (M = Li, Na and K).

According to the prediction, the LiNH2 with/without
Li substitute by Mg were prepared. Mg was chosen as a
substitution element because of larger electronegativity
than that of Li. The starting and ending of hydrogen
desorption temperature with Mg substitution x = 10 is
actually decreased approximately 50 K than those
without Mg9. Figure 3 shows enlargement around the
start of the reaction. We can see the hydrogen desorption
temperature drastically decreased, with the increase in
Mg concentration, to ~ 370K for the sample with x = 30
in (Li,.xMgx)(NH2)y, with y < 210.

-£.600
Q.

E 500

^ 4 0 0
o
V)
CD
Q

Sfi 300
Q 0 10 20 30 40
o Mg Concentration x
"O

300 400 500

Temperature (K)

600

Fig. 3. Thermal desorption profiles for
LiNH2 with/without Mg substitution. The
inset shows the initial hydrogen desorption
temperature as a function of the Mg
concentration x in (Lii_xMgx)(NH2)y, with y <
2.

Some related studies on the advanced hydrogen storage
properties of the Li- and Mg-based complex hydrides are
intensively being carried out11"13.

A proposed way for lowering the hydrogen
desorption temperatures of Li-based complex hydrides
is partial cation substitutions using smaller sized-
and/or higher valenced-cations with larger
electronegativities. Actually, at the start of the reaction,
the hydrogen desorption temperature of LiNH2

drastically decreased, with the increase in Mg
concentration, to around 370K for the sample with x =
30. The presented approach is effective to control the
stabilization of complex hydrides for decreasing the
hydrogen desorption temperature, this effect is
important for the fuel cell applications.
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3. Focus : "cation effects"
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• hydrogen desorption at lower temp

4. Summary
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1.. Intro. : hydrogen in complex hydrides

2.. Scope?

3. Focus

or
Li-base compiex hydrides

acation effects1*

J>Cj hycfrogen.imr.tohoku

1)iWBH4(M=Li,Na,K)
* 3~H atomic vibration vs. T(fiiii{

- caiioh with larger eiecironeg&tivity

O» i

hydrogen from water

natural energy
reactor energy
(using "IS process^

9
• i—i»
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energy from
hydrogen

ecological energy
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mobility

computer

BjCJ hyclrogen.imr.tohoku

power source

M4

robot

4kg of hydrogen
(400km of fuel cell car)

atomic-H
stabilized in materials

(<300K, <10MPa)

Iiquid-H2

(20K, 0.1 MPa)

~70fi

compress,H2

hyclrogen.imr.tohoku
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Based on; Schlapbach and Zuttel, Nature (2002)
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2. Scope :
Li-based complex hydrides
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pf*± hydrogen.imr.lohoku

rfOi ...;i;..;; : .;i

orthorhombic; Pnma
a = 0.718 nm
6= 0.444 nm
c= 0.680 nm, at 408 K

! •

LiBH4 <* LiH + B + 3/2 H2
«~14mass%

Soulie et al., JALCOM (2002)
Zuttel et al., JALCOM (2003)

hydrogen.imr.tohoku
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"cation effects55

1) /WBH4(/W- Li, Na, K)

• B-H atomic vibraiion vs. rmei!

• cation vvith larger eiectronega

j>CJ hydrogen.imr.tohoku

^ ^ 1 JL B
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DSC
under hydrogen

melting and
hydrogen desorption

temperatures

hydrogen.imr.tohoku
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gas-chromatography

hydrogen density

i '._•

• • L .

Vt" 7~" i

/n-s/h/ Raman spectrosc.
with color-CCD

atomic vibration
in complex anion

cation effects
for destabilization
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Lj-base conipiex nyctrides

cation effects"

1)MBH4(M=Li?NasK)
• B-H atomic vibration vs. TP

pjCjj hydrogen.imr.tohoku

melt.

cation with larger electronegativity

CO

0.1 MPa argon, atR.T.

1600 1800 2000 2200 2400
Raman Shift (cm"1)

v2; higher vibration energy in LiBH4 > Na-> K-

hydrogen.imr.tohoku
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(an index of hydrogen desorption temp.)
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cation
valence

ionic e l e c t r o~
radius negativity

1 +

Na 1+ 0.102

nm

nm

nm

IDC

0.9

Destabilization
= hydrogen desorption < 400 K

hydrogen.smr.tohoku

The larger
electronegativity

H/f
cation

complex
anion

(covalent)

3D0

the weaker
ionic bonding

between
Mand BH4.

"L Intro.

Z. bCGDc!

. hydrogen in complex hydrides

: destabiiization or

Li-base complex hydrides

3. Focus : "cation effects

1) , Na, K)
* B~H vibrations vs. 7meit

- cation with larger electronegativity

2} /t#JH2 (/W = Li - x at.%Mg)

- uyCfogea desorption at lower temp.
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3.12 Robust Electric Energy Network System using Superconductivity

and Liquid Hydrogen

Takataro HAMAJIMA

Tohoku University

1. Introduction

In Japan, electric power demand gradually increases, although the primary energy slowly

increases. It, however, is difficult to construct a new large power plant, especially, an atomic

power plant, due to the environment and national opinion. We should develop renewable

energy sources, which are friendly to the environment. One of them is fuel cell (FC) that

needs the hydrogen as fuel and generates clean continuous power. PV cell and Wind generator

produce fluctuating power. The later two generators need storage system to supply the

constant power. We propose a combination of Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage

system (SMES) and liquid hydrogen (LBfe) storage system for FC. While the SMES has

advantages of quick response and high efficiency due to conversion of electromagnetic energy,

LH2 is stored as secondary energy.

2. Combination of fuel cell and superconductivity

On the views of response time and operation time, SMES covers from ms to min. and FC

covers min. to several hours. Since two devices cover all time region, they produce high

quality power, such as no instantaneous voltage sag and voltage drop, voltage flicker.

Considering transport and storage system of hydrogen, it is best to treat LH2 of about 20

K. At this temperature, we have some available superconductors, such as Copper oxide HTS

and MgB2 whose critical temperatures are above 20 K. Therefore, the energy to cool down the

hydrogen gas to LH2 is shared by FC and SC devices. This synergy effect leads to construct

the robust electric energy network.

2-1. Robust power network

The robust power energy network consists of transport and storage systems. In

transportation system, SC transmission line and LH2 transport line are combined. In storage

system, SMES and LH2 storage system for FC power and vehicle power are combined.

2-2. Transmission line

We propose the 10 GW transmission networks connected from Kyushu to Hokkaido

through Tokyo and Yokohama. Sub-transmission networks for high-tech are also distributed in

Japan. These networks are installed along the side of railways and highways, which are

widely distributed in Japan.

The transmission line, whose power capacity is 10 GW, and LH2 storage tank of 4,000
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m3/day for Gas station are combined at every 10 km along the side of highway road. The

transmission line for the super-express supplies the average power of 13 MW and the peak

power of 30 MW for a cycle of about 10 min. which can be leveled by a 2 GJ SMES. The

power demand for high-tech area is about 1 GJ and the stored energy is about 2 GJ. FC power

is 20 MW for peak load.

3, Feasibility study

In order to realize our concept, we carried out the feasibility study for the important

devices.

3-1. Combination of SC cable and LH2 pipe line

We designed the 5 GW SC cable under the following conditions. Cable capacity is 2.5

times larger than conventional largest cable. DC operation generates no AC loss, no dielectric

loss and no reactive power. The operation current is 50 kA and voltage is 100 kV. The cable

outer diameter is 200 mm, which is a fifth of the conventional cable. The center channel for

LH2 is 100 mm in diameter. We adopted two thermal stages, LH2 and LN2 to reduce the heat

load.

We designed the 5 GW DC-SC cable whose outer diameter is 200mm, which is 1/5 of the

conventional cable, by considering the critical temperature and the critical current density of

the MgB2. It is noticed that the expected target cost of MgB2 is very cheap and less than

YBCO cost. We studied the FC power, friction loss and pressure drop as a function of mass

flow rate. The total heat load is 230 kW refrigerator load and it divided by the power capacity

is 5xl0"5, which is very small compared with conventional cable.

We also designed the 500 MW cable for sub-transmission line. The operation current is 10

kA, and the voltage is 50 kV. The outer diameter is 100mm, which is 1/2 of the 5 GW cable.

3-2. Combination of SMES and LH2 tank

We adopted the modified D shape coils to reduce the large electromagnetic forces, and use

the LH2 forced cooled coil to endure the high voltage and large EM forces. HTS tapes are

selected, because of the high filed. The current density is depending on the orientation of the

magnetic field, that is to say, an-isotropy. Then we prefer to construct the toroidal coils to

reduce the leakage field.

The designed 1 GJ SMES has 50 coils, major radius of 1.9 m, and coil height of 4.8 m and

width of 2.4 m. Cryostat is 8 m in diameter, and 9.1 m in height.

3-3. Proton Network

We collected interested persons in Tohoku University and proposed a proton network of

energy, eco and economics for a society having electric and hydrogen energy.

4. Conclusions
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(1) Combination of FC and SC is effective synergy to the environment.

(2) Robust electric energy network system is feasible.

(3) Global power grid system is attractive.

(4) Proton net system is attractive.

5. Future Issues

(1) Quick development of MgB2

(2) Handling method of LH2

(3) Demonstration of a unit of the robust power network system
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T in e (m i i)

# Transmission line : along the
side of super-express railways .

#• Average power: i3MW/10.km

#• Peak power: 30 MW

# Stored energy : 2 GJ

#> Railway substation : 10 km

#»LH2 Ref. : 10km.

# Period : 3 ~ 10 min
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Appendix : Program

Workshop on Energy
Program

* Date: 9:30 -18:30, May 13 (Thu), 2004
'•'•• PSace: Center for Promotion of Computational Science and Engineering, JAERI, Tokyo, Japan

^Program
Chairperson: Y. Yamaguchi (Tokyo Univ.)

9:30-9:35 Welcome Address Y. Nagai (Osaka Univ.)
o Overview of Energy Problem in the World, China and Japan

9:35-10:05 * Introductory Talk: K. Heinloth (Bonn)
10:05-10:35 * The Energy Problem of China HuoYuping (China)
10:35-11:15 * Energy Demand and Supply in Japan K.Yamaji (Univ.Tokyo)

11:15-11:30 Break

• Research and Development of New Energy Chairperson: T. Shibata (KEK)
11:30-12:00 * RD&D of Fuel Cell Technology H. Ishitani (Keio Univ.)
12:00-12:30 * Recent Development on Low Cost and High Efficiency Photovoltaic System for

GW Power Generation M. Kondo (AIST)

12:30-13:30 Lunch Break

• Research and Development of Fusion Energy Chairperson: M. Inoue (Ritsumeikan Univ.)
13:30-14:00 * Perspective of and Strategy for Fusion Energy Development with Tokamak Systems

M. Seki (JAERI)
14:00-14:30 * Recent Developments on Large Helical Device and International Activity of Helical

System Research S. Sudo (NIFS)
14:30-15:00 * Research on Laser Fusion and Related Peta Watt Laser Plasma in Japan

K. Mima (Osaka Univ.)
15:00-15:30 * Muon Catalyzed Fusion and New Fusion Energy Research

K. Nagamine (KEK)

15:30-15:45 Break

• Prospect of Accelerator Driven System (ADS): Chairperson: Y. Kiyanagi (Hokakido Univ.)
15:45-16:15 * Transmutation of Radioactive Waste by Accelerator Driven Subcritical System

H. Oigawa (JAERI)

• Hydrogen Production, Storage and Transportation: Chairperson: M. Inutake (Tohoku Univ.)
16:15-16-45 * Research and Development on Hydrogen Production with HTTR

M. Ogawa (JAERI)
16:45-17:15 * Hydrogen Storage for Energy Applications S. Orimo (Tohoku Univ.)
17:15-17:45 * Robust Electric Energy Network System using Superconductivity and Liquid

Hydrogen T. Hamajima (Tohoku Univ.)

• Possible Role of Physics for the Current and Future Energy Problem:
Chairperson: K. Heinloth (Bonn Univ.)

17:45:18:30 * Free Discussion:

• Concluding Remark: S. Nagamiya (KEK)

JAERI: Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
KEK: High Energy Accelerator Research Organization
AIST: National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
NIFS: National Institute for Fusion Science
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